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Gen-Ed stalled
until October

Short Term has arrived!

Time is needed to sort out
wording and detailsf
professors and deans contend
by Keri Fox
While there is a general
feeling of frustration at the pace of
As students were gearing
the process, there is a sentiment
up for finals, faculty members were
that this is the right way to proceed.
preparing for their own battle.
"The process has been
April 7th marked a critical point for
very slow, involving considerable
the hotly contested General Educa¬
discussion of both principles and
tion Requirements Proposal
wording.
The
Nevertheless,
meeting was
well attended
"The alternative was we all feel
that the level
and
faculty
to have meetings
of discussion
members were
has been very
vocal in their
every afternoon
high," said
opinions.
Scott.
In the
during the week of
The
end, the pro¬
finals. I don't want
question now
posal as a whole
seems to be
was
neither
to have to sort [the
will this de¬
passed,
nor
bate ever end
killed. Instead,
proposal] out under
and new re¬
the proposal,
pressure."
quirements
which will radi¬
decided
cally change the
-Mark Semon,
upon and
graduation re¬
Professor of Physics
i m p 1 e quirements for
mented? "I
future classes,
think that
was put on life
most of it will be approved in one
support for the duration of Short
form or another," offers Scott.
Term and the summer and will be
The process which the fac¬
picked up again next fall.
ulty is currently going through is
"The hope is that the final
called the second reading. At this
vote will happen in October," said
time, faculty decide and debate the
Assistant Dean of Faculty and co¬
final wording of the proposal.
chair of the Educational Policy
Amendments can be presented on
Committee Ann Scott.
the floor and voted on in the meet¬
The motion to table the
ing.
proposal until further notice was
It is after this second read¬
brought by Professor of Physics
ing that a vote will be conducted.
Mark Semon and echoed by most
of the attending faculty.
■ Of First-Year Seminars and
"The alternative was to
Implementation issues
have meetings every afternoon
during the week of finals," he said.
Currently, the faculty is in
"I don't want to have to sort [the
the middle of the second reading
proposal] out under pressure."

A student leaps for a frisbee, forgetting for a moment second-semester stress. Even those taking heavy
courseloads— Masochistic Methods, Math Camp, and Cell Hell, for example— can step a bit lighter knowing
that the campus will soon be green and warm, and that weekends shall bring studying under trees and
periodic trips to the beach. Short Term, a time of intensive and alternative academics— and a time for friend¬
ships, rest, and partying— has finally begun.
Amanda Hinnant photo.
and is carefully working over the
been on writing and critical think¬
First Year Seminar proposal and the
ing skills.
Quantitative proposal.
Now, there is discussion
The FYS,
of introducing
which has thus far
other goals,
"The hope is that the such as one
received the most
attention, "had
which may al¬
been amended final vote will happen low students to
since the previous
use a FYS to
in October."
meeting [March
fulfill
their
31] and will un¬ Assistant Dean of Faculty quantitative re¬
doubtedly un¬
and co-chair of the
quirement.
dergo
further
"All of
Educational Policy
small changes in
the sudden,
Committee Ann Scott.
wording before
FYS were try¬
the final vote,"
ing to achieve
said Scott.
seven purposes. Writing was only
Much of the new wording
one of those seven... a total policy
involves defining the focus of the
shift," said Semon.
FYS program which in the past has
"A plan for implementa¬

tion [of the FYS proposal] was also
presented to the faculty at this
meeting, which I believe helped to
quiet some anxieties concerning
staffing," she continued.
Implementation remains a
worry for some professors. Semon
commented on the fact that overall
there was, "no procedure of imple¬
mentation."
In the fall, the faculty will
have to decide about this and, "the
remaining touchy issues [of] the
performing and creative arts re¬
quirement and the written and spo¬
ken language requirement," said
Scott.
Discussions regarding
general education will continue on
the gen-ed listserv.

The Inside Track
Fighting for equality

Coke. Just for the Taste of it...

The Maine legislature has recently proposal a hill which would outlaw

Our intrepid Managing Editor took a break from his grueling Crew workout to visit

discrimination on the )«slsbf sexual orientation. Many people in the state are
fighting against itclaiming that the issue is not equality hut morality. Several

brands, like Surge-chock-full of caffeine goodness. Plunge into the history of our

Ratesies think not, and wait to a forum during finals week to learn more. Read

Atlanta's very own Coca-Cola museum (“The World of Coke”) Learn about new
favorite brawn beverage, and revel in its funky Mure. Read a streaum-of .

about Ibis vital issue, and learn about the reasoning for and against. In...

consciousness mantra screaming the wonder of Coca-Cola and its distinctive taste.

News. Page 3.

Read about it in Arts. Page SI.
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In this week's NEWS section: Gen-Ed is dead.
Long live Gen-Ed. While the proposal has been
tabled for now, it will be re-examined and voted
on by October of next academic year. Also, Russell
Street Variety seeks to go where CV and MV failed,
providing cheap beer and free french fries for all.
Bates students get involved in state activism, and
the World Outside gives us info about life outside
the bubble.

Features:

Looking at the Class Gift. It's a new,
bold idea: instead of a simple statue or a couple
of benches, the class of '97 seeks to provide a schol¬
arship for hourly workers. Learn about the pro¬
cess.
And, as always... the horoscope.

Around Campus:

Heh. Heh. Heh. The best of Gell¬

The lights are back on as + m

m m

Russell

opens

This week, Arts looks at the thesis exhibit in
Olin Arts: Multimedia blackbirds, cartoons
(from our beloved cartoonist, Brian Pope of
Floyd & Mamuscus fame), and clay houses.
Also, a reporter goes to the Coca-Cola mu¬
seum.

"[Russell Street
Variety] is cleaner,
friendlier, offers better
food at a cheaper
price, and also stocks
a wide variety of malt
liquor."

And (of course) that Seventh Section...
Waiting for Rousseau.
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ended this agony by offering inex¬
pensive food and grocery items.
Last week, we heard the
rumors and took the short walk
over to Russell Street to investigate.
We arrived to a brightly lit store and
met the new owners, Mark and
Gina Duchette.
Lewiston natives, they
have dreamed of opening their own
store for four years. Mr. Duchette
has a great deal of experience as a
former manager of several
Lewiston establishments. The
couple felt ready to tackle Russell
Street.
"It's been something I've

Maine Governor Angus
King (independent) will speak on
"Leadership: Reflections at Mid¬
term" in the Benjamin Mays Center
at Bates College on Tuesday April
29 at 4:30 p.m.
The talk is sponsored by
the second annual Bates College
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wanted to do for a long time,"
Mark Duchette said. He explained
that the former owner of Michael's
Variety was solely interested in
providing a service to college stu¬
dents, thus ignoring the residen¬
tial population. This strategy,
Duchette said, allowed the former
owner to raise prices too high and
to ultimately drive himself out of
business.
Customers have already
seen a difference in the Duchette's
business style. Prices are consid¬
erably lower, the variety of con¬
sumer goods is greater, and the
menu is extensive- including piz¬
zas, hot and cold sandwiches, fries,
chicken fingers, and other side or¬
ders.
The Duchettes have also
introduced a Wednesday night spe¬
cial (a quart of free fries with the
purchase of a large pizza).

Gov. King to speak

Sports: t'aint happening this week.

11

Variety

Hungry Batesies have been
blessed with the opening of the new
Russell Street Variety. For the past
semester and a half, students on the
north end of campus struggled with
late night malnutrition after
Michael's Variety (formerly College
Variety) closed in the fall. The new
Russell Street Variety (RSV) has

Jamie Girard

Then visit Forum: Halogen lamps, (Dangerous,
dangerous thangs. Just ask flaming moths.) Short
Term, and some other stuff not available at press
time.

Street

by Christine Quinan,
Jennifer Peterson, and Lisa
Boden

ed. No, not the faculty meetings. The debates.
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Munchie woes sated
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Contents
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Weekend Weather
Friday: Swim! Cavort! Roll in dandelions (but don't snort
'em)! It's Short Term! Throw those books away for the
weekend! Forget theses, and last semester's woes. Spring
is here. . . and the trees will soon be green. Live. Think
aloud.
Saturday and Sunday: Same.
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Leadership Academy, a program of
seminars and lectures, in which
Bates students, faculty, and staff
explore the concept of leadership.
Several state legislators
and Lewiston-Auburn business
and political leaders are expected
to attend.
ihfilHkll.lillHHItll!

RSV also contains typical
variety-store selections, like candy,
chips, cookies, ramen, and dog
food. The owners request sugges¬
tions on their inventory.
Some Bates students who
have already visited the newlyopened store has given it high re¬
views.
"Russell Street Variety
surpasses its predecessor Michael's
Variety in many ways," Jamie
Girard said.
"It's cleaner, friendlier, of¬
fers better food at a cheaper price,
and also stocks a wide variety of
malt liquor."
Another Bates student,
Kristen George '99, also praised
Russell Street Variety.
"{It's] great because it's
cheaper than the Den. Also, it of¬
fers a wider variety of food such as
pizza and fries," she said.

You have
free time.
So Write!!
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Anti-discrimination bill advocated by Batesies:
Students travel to forum at Augusta, discuss anti-gay bias
by Sarah Gunn

the bill if itis passed by the legisla¬
the basis of sexual orientation.
The question of gay rights
While the measure was narrowly
ture.
has remained a constant political
defeated, it revealed deep-seeded
issue in Maine for the past several
and prevalent anti-gay sentiments.
■ The proponents- speaking of
years and has prompted many Concerned Maine Families last
discrimination and tolerance
While the meeting initially
Bates students to take an active role
month shepherded a bill through
in the ongoing struggle for politi¬
the legislature which bans gay mar¬ began with a presentation of the
cal equality.
bill, the centerpiece of the afternoon
riages.
was the public discussion section.
An antidiscrimination act
This year, the State Legis¬
People representing all positions—
is currently being debated in the
lature has introduced a bill targeted
from gay
Maine Legislature.
rights ad¬
The proposal would
vocates to
make discrimination
on the basis of sexual
members
"He mentioned that he would he living there
orientation illegal in
of the reliwith his male life-partner and the owner of the g i o u s
the state.
This politi¬
—
property refused his signature. Since there are right
cal battle, like those
were each
of past years, has no laws in Maine to protect these things from
given five
prompted Bates stu¬
minutes to
happening, the couple couldn't take action
dents to take an ac¬
speak.
tive role. Rearrang¬
The pro¬
against the owner, even though this was
ing their busy finals
ponents of
week schedules, sev¬
the
bill
blatant discrimination."
eral students trav¬
spoke first.
-Laurie Gallagher '97
eled to a public fo¬
"I think
rum in Augusta car¬
the saddest
rying signs and a po¬
part about
litical message.
at these anti-gay sentiments. The
one couple's stories is that when
"This bill is not about proposed act would prohibit
one of the men was about to sign
Carolyn Crosby [leader of Con¬
sexual-orientation based discrimi¬
the papers to lease the property, he
cerned Maine Families, who spear¬
nation in Maine.
mentioned that he would be living
headed last year's statewide anti¬
The current bill, LD 1116,
there with his male life-partner and
gay measure and this year's suc¬
"An Act To Prevent Discrimina¬
the owner of the property refused
cessful attempt to ban gay mar¬
tion," is a measure to prohibit dis¬
his signature," Gallagher re¬
riages in Maine] and "dangerous
crimination based on sexual orien¬
counted. "Subsequently, the deal
out-of-state gays" taking money tation in employment, housing,
fell through, leaving the couple
from Maine. It's about basic equal¬
public accommodations, and
back at square one. Since there are
ity," Carin Edwards-Orr '98 said.
credit. This proposal is the tenth
no laws in Maine to protect these
"I think people decided on
attempt on the part of the Maine
things from happening, the couple
their own to go and encouraged
State Legislator in the past twenty
couldn't take action against the
their friends to go," Laurie
years to introduce formal protec¬
owner, even though this was bla¬
Gallagher '97 explained. "This bill
tion for lesbians, gay men, and bi¬
tant discrimination."
is needed."
sexuals.
This situation is not an iso¬
"Basically, the bill is a
lated one.
■ Some history
rider on the current civil liberty act,
"Many people in the Port- .
Most seniors remember
which protects people on the basis
land area (and elsewhere in south¬
the bitter (and ultimately unsuc¬
of religion, and race, and physical
ern Maine) were denied housing
cessful) fight within Lewiston's city
handicap," Edwards-Orr said.
solely based upon their sexual ori¬
limits to allow equal protection for
"This bill would add gays, lesbi¬
entation," Gallagher explained.
gays, lesbians, transgendered, and
ans, bisexual, and transgendered
"This should not be happening!
bisexual people.
people to the list, and would ensure
What does sexual orientation have
TJpperclass students re¬
equality."
anything to do with buying a
member last year's political cam¬
While earlier attempts
house? Renting an apartment?"
paign run by Concerned Maine
failed, LD 1116 is unique because
Edwards-Orr discussed
Families, which introduced a ref¬
Gov. King has announced his sup¬
issues of equality and separation of
erendum to bar state protection on
port for the bill and pledgedto sign
state, explaining that the oppo¬

INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $ 10,000 Within Days! (^)
No Credit, No Job. No Parent-Signer, No Security Deposit!

no credit bad credit • no income ?
•

You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of The Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!
Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

nents of the bill wrongly linked
support and intolerance.
"The most eloquent
speaker, I think, was a high-rank¬
ing member of the Roman Catho¬
lic Church in Portland. Fie said that
while the church can't condone sex,
the real issue is equal rights," she
said. "That's the whole reason I'm
in for this bill. He said that this isn't
about god. this is about people hav¬
ing right to homes, and jobs, and
safety. That's what we're support¬
ing."
■ The opponents: religion and
the state
Carolyn Crosby, notorious
leader of the Concerned
MaineFamilies was the first to
speak against the bill. She centered
her position around religion and
economics, claiming that gays and
lesbians are immoral and rich.
"She claimed that the mili¬
tant gays in Maine were going to
steal Mainers' tax money, and then
she babbled on about how gays are
rich anyway," Gallagher said.
"What? If gay men, lesbians, and
bisexuals were rich wouldn't they
be buying off politicians in order
to pass this bill?"
Other notable opponents of
the bill was a male-female married

ORDER

couple who claimed to be reformed
homo- and bisexuals (he was bi, she
was a lesbian).
"They found God and life
was peachy," Gallagher said.
"They claimed that before they
found God they were drug-addicts
and alcoholics because they were
gay. After finding God and being
cured, they were then able to find
jobs and housing. They were
against the bill because they believe
homosexuality and bisexuality can
be cured. Also, since they have
never experienced discrimination,
it doesn't exist."
"All of those who were on
the against side had something to
say about religion,'but the people
who supported the bill were really
mixed," Edwards-Orr said.
"I think that it's really im¬
portant to keep sight of the separa¬
tion of church and state issue— it's
illegal to say that God condemns a
group of people, so the state can
discriminate."
These views angered and
surprised many of the students
who attended the forum.
"I think this bill is needed, espe¬
cially based upon people's re¬
sponses at the public hearing in fa¬
vor of the bill," Gallagher said.

FORM

YES!

I want Credit Cards immediately. 10044 GUARANTEED!
CREDITMAX, P0 BOX 468432, ATLANTA, GA 31146
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union movie (that's right) airing
tonight, April 25, on CBS.

active users.

Christopher Reeve, sporting a bro¬
ken arm after being dropped by
two helpers moving him to a chair
last week, received a star on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame.

Tobacco stocks, such as Philip
Morris and RJR Nabisco, rose
sharply amid news that the indus¬
try has begun talks aimed at set¬
tling current litigation and provid¬
ing immunity from future lawsuits.

■ Weird:

their homes for at least two weeks.

■ Colleges:

The Supreme Court rejected Brown
University's appeal of a five-yearold suit which held that the Uni¬
versity did not provide adequate
athletic opportunities to women.
Stanford University, who called the
U.S. News college rankings "mis¬
leading and inaccurate," invited
other colleges and universities to

The Supreme Court ruled that Na¬
tive Americans can use peyote in
religious services.
The U.S. Postal Service's senior
management is seeking a two cent
increase in the price of a first-class
stamp which would take effect
mid-1998.

sion to investigate its role as a ha¬
ven for Nazi war criminals. Re¬
cently declassified U.S. wartime
documents estimate that the Nazis
secretly sent more than $1 billion
to be invested in Argentina one
month before the war ended.

The ninth "Star Trek" movie, which
will feature the crew of the Next
Generation series, will hit theaters
during the 1998 holiday season.
■ Sports

Major League Baseball retired
Jackie Robinson's number 42 in
honor of his "crashing the colorbarrier." Neither the League nor
any of the major media outlets have

■ Science & Technology:

People who have two drinks of al¬
cohol a day, five days a week, have
the lowest risk of heart attacks,
Australian researchers reported.
The alcohol must be drunk regu¬
larly and, unfortunately for college
students, in moderate amounts.
Researchers said they had isolated
a weak spot in the AIDS virus
which may allow new drugs to

Timothy Leary, the 1960s guru of
LSD, will have his ashes blasted
into space with the help of a Span¬
ish satellite, joining the cremated
likes of Gene Roddenberry and
others in the world's first space fu¬
neral.
Undertakers who had not been
paid in three months laid out their
wage demands — and a body — at

Newt is bailed out; heartening new AIDS research; revolt
of the undertakers; and the Dukes of Hazard return to TV
participate in an alternative rank¬
ing system on the World Wide Web.
n Maine:

The Utne Reader, self-proclaimed
"best of the alternative media,"
dubbed Portland, Maine (7th) one
of America's 10 Most Enlightened
Towns.
A hearing officer has revoked the
Fine Arts Cinema's (on Congress St.
in Portland) license. The owner
did nothing to stop the sexual ac¬
tivity in the X-rated theater.
■ National:

Philip Morris and R.J.R. Nabisco
are discussing a possible $300 bil¬
lion settlement, payable over 25
years, of all cigarette liability suits
against them.

■ Politics:

House Speaker Newt Gingrich, af¬
ter attempting to kill college loan
programs, announced that he will
pay his $300,000 ethics fine from
money he borrows from Bob Dole
at 10% interest.
Representative Bob Barr, R-Ga., is
calling for an impeachment inquiry
against President Clinton and VP
A1 Gore. Barr said, "I think there
is very clear evidence that crimes
have indeed been committed."
The FBI's crime laboratories pro¬
vided flawed evidence in some
major cases, including the Okla¬
homa City and World Trade Cen¬
ter bombing cases, according to the
Justice Department.
■ Entertainment:

North Dakota, South Dakota and
Minnesota are facing massive

The original stars of the Dukes of
Hazzard are together again in a re-

yet recognized the fact that AfricanAmericans played in the Major
League throughout the 19th cen¬
tury until being forced out by
whites by 1889.
The Chicago Cubs ended the sec¬
ond-worst season-opening losing
streak in major-league history at 14
games with a 4-3 victory over the
New York Mets.
Isiah Thomas signed a letter of in¬
tent to buy a majority interest in the
Toronto Raptors. It would make
him the first African-American to
hold a controlling interest in a ma¬
jor league sports team
■ Business

Microsoft Corp. announced that
demand for their Internet Explorer
3.0 browser continues to grow dra¬
matically, breaking usage barriers
powered by more than 15 million

stop the infection from spreading.
Peruvian archaeologists uncovered
a major complex of ancient Incan
ruins they are calling "Lake of the
Condors," including six mausole¬
ums, on the fringe of the Amazon
jungle. It is the most important site
discovered in the area for decades.
■ International:

The standoff in Lima, Peru ended
after commandos raided the Japa¬
nese ambassador's residence. The
40-minute battle left one hostage,
two soldiers and all 14 rebels dead.
Prime Minister Netanyahu will not
be indicted even though police rec¬
ommended charging him in an al¬
leged deal to appoint an attorney
general who would go soft on an
ally in a corruption case.
Argentina is setting up a commis-

a municipal council meeting in an
Israeli town buried under a pile of
debt. The woman's corpse was
brought to city hall under a shroud
bearing the Star of David in Rosh
Ha'ayin, near Tel Aviv.
Disney's Pleasure Island, a six-acre
nightclub complex on Lake Buena
Vista in Florida, brought in IRS rep¬
resentatives with laptop computers
to file forms electronically before
the midnight deadline as a service
to vacationers.
A discarded cigarette was the prob¬
able cause of a fire that destroyed
the luxury vacation home of the
president of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
and caused $1 million in damages.
by Jeremy Villano. This column is
compiled from various media and news
-

Read. It’s good.
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Courses meet
at Bates

Call today: 617/558-2828

You've worked
hard.
Now, enjoy
Short Term.
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The 1997 Glass Gift: honoring Bates employees
by Andrea Bell & Amy Hutchins
As the senior dass gift committee continues their efforts to raise money for the Class of
1997 Scholarship fund, they would like to thank the seniors, the administration, the trust¬
ees, the alumni, the faculty, and other friends of the college who, by their individual contri¬
butions, have helped build the 1997 Senior Class gift into a wonderful symbol of Bates
pride. Although the 1997 Class gift has exceeded all previous records for both class partici¬
pation and fundraising, Seniors are still 5 percentage points away from meeting their ambi¬
tious goal of 65% class participation. Sixty pledges remain outstanding, which will help to
make the goal a reality. Current donations total $9,455.03, which will be matched dollar for
dollar by a donation from Bates trustee and recent honorary degree recipient Dr. Helen A.
Papaioanou '49. The Class Gift campaign will close on Friday, May 9 at 4 o'clock PM and
an event is being scheduled for the middle of May to celebrate the Gift's success.
The Class of 1997 scholarship recognizes the staff at Bates College for their many con¬
tributions to the education and life of students here and wishes to honor the memory of
Christopher Caplice and John O'Connell, both members of the Class of 1997. Nominations
each year will be directed to a three-person committee whose members represent employ¬
ees in Dining Services, Physical Plant and Custodial Services, Secretarial Support in all
programs at Bates and Security. The committee will make one or more awards yearly,
within the resources available at their discretion. Eligibility for the Class of 1997 scholar¬
ship is limited to the dependents of Bates staff with priority to hourly employees.
This will be a permanent endowed scholarship, only the proscribed yearly income will
be used and will be active for the duration of Bates existence. An educational opportunity Campus folk enjoying the 1996 senior class gift benches
is broadly defined as a special high school project, or an educational site visit, or tuition
Amanda Hinnant photo
support for secondary or post-secondary education at the institution of the designee's choice.
This scholarship opportunity will be advertised annually in RE: Bates (an employee news¬
letter) and other college publications.
The Class of 1997 Scholarship Fund will be invested with the College's endowment
and participate proportionately in the earnings and growth of the endowment. Consistent
with the endowment spending policies of the College, 5% of our fund will be paid out as
scholarship money each year. Since the College's endowment has historically yielded in¬
vestment returns greater than 10%, unspent income and any appreciation in value will be
re-added to our principal and the size of the scholarship award(s) will increase over time.
During April break, class gift chair, Stu Abelson had the opportunity to present and
share the continuing success of the Senior Class Gift at the annual Bates Employee lun¬
COMPARING THE PARTICIPATION OF
cheon. This function honors retiring Bates staff members and highlights the commitment,
of other long term employees. In his presentation, Abelson highlighted the importance of
SENIOR CLASS DONATIONS
the family feeling and community spirit that seniors have developed over their four years
at Bates. In his closing remarks, he said of those attending the event, "We are very pleased
to be able to honor those of you who have befriended us and contributed so positively to
Percentage of class
Participants
Total Raised
Year
our Bates experience. We hope that as this fund becomes our living legacy, it serves to
remind everyone who works, and learns, and teaches at Bates College that what is most
important about Bates College is Bates people." At the luncheon's conclusion, the gift and
51 %
$2,302
1996
presentation was received with a standing ovation of the five hundred Bates staff members
in the room. The personal response from Bates staff members has been overwhelmingly
39 %
$2,063
1995
positive.
Seniors who still wish to contribute can send cash or checks to made payable to Bates
College to The 1997 Senior Class Gift, Campus Box 3, Bates College. Credit card payments
47 %
$3,040
1994
may be made at the development office in the basement of Lane Hall. If you still need to
receive your T-shirt for contributions over $19.97, please bug Stu Abelson at x7397.

A historical look at the
Senior class gift...

21 %

Current donations total $9,455.03, which will be
matched dollar for dollar by donation from Bates
trustee and recent honorary degree recipient Dr.
Helen A. Papaioanou '49. The Class Gift campaign
campaign will close on Friday, May 9 at 4 o'clock
PM . An event is being scheduled for middle of May
to celebrate the Gift's success

$3,682

1993

21%

77

$1,932

1992

8%

30

$1,590

1991

The information in this graph was taken from a similar visual
aid in The 1996 Bates Report: A Vision for Bates Annual
Report sfrom the Deans 1995-1996 Report of Giving
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Debating Liberal Arts:
by Hali Brindel
Probably more than students
from the other divisions, those of
us in the humanities are subjected
to a quizzical look that seems to

say, "And what the hell do you ex¬
pect tp do with that?" when we say
what our major is. Or, "So, are you
going to be a teacher?" These ques¬
tions represent a sentiment that
what is learned in humanities

That which separates academia from the real world.

,

FEATURES Friday April 25, 1997

Humanities division
classes is insular and that humani¬
ties students have essentially been
prepared to perpetuate that insu¬
larity by remaining within
academia. As Patti Daniels '97, a
Russian major, said in the Den, "In

Amanda Hinnant photo

some ways I think that the cliche
about Liberal Arts students being
only able to teach is heightened in
the humanities. It seems like Bio
students can take what they learn
and directly apply it. Language is
definitely a skill, but it's not too
easy to apply it directly." Those in¬
volved in the humanities are per¬
haps the most self-conscious about
the value of their discipline, be¬
yond the acquisition of specific
skills for a career, because there is
seldom an obvious, linear, career
path for them to follow after
graduating which will employ all
that they've learned.
I'm wondering how American
the obsession with marketable "job
skills" is. I called English major
Carrie Jewell '97 to ask her opin¬
ion on that. I wondered if people
in Ireland, particularly people out¬
side of academia, reacted differ¬
ently to hearing that someone's an
English major. She said, basically,
that Irish people responded to the
study of literature as obviously
pertinent to one's life. The valida¬
tion of the study of human culture
hinges on the strength of cultural
ties in a society, and Americans are
in comparison to the Irish (and
probably everyone else) so es¬
tranged from any culture besides
pop-culture that they miss a lot of
the connections that exist in art and
literature and their lives.
Also, as Professor of Russian
Jane Costlow said, "American so¬
ciety has been so self-focused."
And in her discipline, she sees the
fall of the U.S.S.R. as feeding into

notions of American and capital¬
istic supremacy. Her commitment
to teaching has a lot to do with her
feeling that it's essential that
people "engage with some of the
cultural traditions that make up
our society... they are the legacy
of what people think it means to
live.’... Literature lets us engage in
a complex way with people's lives
and touches on political philo¬
sophical, and economic issues at
once." Jenny Chowning '97, a Stu¬
dio Art major, said that part of the
value of studying a subject such
as a historical event in an Art His¬
tory class is that it personalizes
events and makes it clearer to her
what if was like for an actual hu¬
man being to experience some¬
thing. To see how another person
copes with their world potentially
has a lot of power to get us, as in¬
dividuals, to seriously engage in
an understanding of our own
lives. I think this is part of what
Jenny meant when she said, "I
think a strong background in the
Arts lets an individual look at
events as a whole." The study of
human expression works with an
awareness that things don't hap¬
pen in a discrete realm, but that
they affect the way we think, feel,
see, and communicate," said
Costlow.
Or at least it should. The hu¬
manities are by no means exempt

Continued on page 7

Gratitude: Stranger in a Strange Land
by Paul Reikenhymer and Gary Yamagucci
I stepped off the plane in JFK. I had spent the last week
of my life on an island in the Caribbean, soaking my ass in
the sun, pushing rum down my throat, living a life that a
college student really can't afford. But it was "nice." We
had a full hour to sit in that grungy airport before catching
the connecting TWA Express on to Boston. I stood there,
somewhat bewildered, watching the hoards and the rabble
fly off to Paris, San Juan, and Toledo.
That was when I felt it, a slight tug at my arm. This old
decrepit lady, murmuring something. She pushed a card
my way; immediately I assumed she was some blind nun,
seeking the sixty-odd-cents in my pocket, so I ignored her
in a seemingly practiced routine. Again she mumbled and
handed me the card. I could no longer ignore her, this short
squat old woman had pushed her way into my life.
The card was your standard 3X5. The blue ink, with
that strangely familiar solid red line along the top. It was
not the card itself that was important, but the writing that
changed my afternoon. A black, felt tip pen had written
"My name is ..." followed by unfamiliar nomens, unrecog¬
nizable by my degreed self. "Please call my son", it read,
"call collect." The bottom of the card gave the full ten-digit
number with an unfamiliar area code.
I was frightened. What kind of scam is this, I thought.
My country boy attitude, untrusting of anyone from the big
city really wanted nothing to do with this poor old soul.
But she seemed sincere. Old. Somebody's mother, right?
She said something in a language that I did not com¬
prehend. Her wrinkled hands motioned towards the phone

booths. Her teared eyes and kerchief wrapped head led me
to the phone, handed me the card. I dialed only to have the
Nynex automated operator tell that the number was invalid.
I tried again, invalid. I tried to explain to this women, "in¬
valid", I said, "broken," "kaput". Not one word reached her.
Communication between two beings can be so impossible
sometimes. "Espanol?" I asked, "Deutsch?". She did nor
reply, only looking at me timidly. Frustrated, I gave up,
abandoning the confused situation.
Luckily, my traveling companion had a bigger heart than
my own. Taking the card from this ancient women, he tried
the number with a calling card. Apparently, our automated
Nynex friend had been mistaken. The dial rang. They
picked up on the other end. "My friend you must help my
mother", the conversation was conducted in broken English,
poorly crafted sentences interjected with "my friend!".
Apparently, this other party, this women's son, had put her
departure plans in the hands of complete strangers.
He took the plane tickets from the old woman. She hesi¬
tated, frightened of her strange new friend. The impossi¬
bilities of language left her fate in the hands of two sunripened college students. How Fate models such bizarre cir¬
cumstances. The tickets had her off to Tel Aviv in four hours.
Israeli was she? Or Palestinian? My lack of understanding
for the Middle East left me clueless. Still, we were now
obliged to help this dear woman on.
This woman could not be denied. Looking into her tear
filled eyes, her worried, even panicked expression, one bor¬
dering on desperation, forced me into action. I could only
look back to numerous experiences abroad, times when de¬
spite my instance, natives gave me the cold shoulder, deny¬
ing me the simplest guidance. Our dear friend, in her long

Middle Eastern dress, head properly covered by a kerchief,
black leather bag clutched to her side, was in need. I could
not escape her worried look, her cry for help. Something
had pulled me closer to this foreign woman. Somebody's
mother, somebody's grandmother was now the stranger in
a strange land.
Realizing that her gate was off in another terminal, we
found our way to the concourse. The paint-chipped ceiling
in the narrow dim tunnel made this odd procession all the
more strange. We walked too fast. Her short legs followed
us along the carpeted hallway, trying to keep up, but still
lagging. We found our way through JFK's maze of tourist
mayhem: the Pizza Hut Express, the Duty Free booze, sun¬
glass hut and currency exchange booths.
We reached gate 32, abandoned by its TWA employees.
We motioned to this old woman, our new friend. "HERE"
we said, as if saying it louder would help her understand
our foreign tongue. She too pointed, questioning out mo¬
tions, pointed at the gate. I showed her my watch, attempt¬
ing to make it clear that she had to sit here for four hours
before her flight. How does one converse numerals to some¬
one he can't speak with? She held up her fingers, express¬
ing that she understood. Or at least I hope that was the
meaning of her motion.
And so we left her there, this aged woman. Her naivete
had forced her to trust us. Our distant sense of compassion
had pushed us to commit a half hour of our lives to hers. 1
was an odd experience, it seemed somehow incomplete.
That short span of my life will remain in my memory fc
reasons I can't explain. I tried to forget about it, looking oui
the window of my TWA Express as it took off. Will I ever
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Thy weekly horoscope... looking tlirougli tke Cat s Eyes
XauruS

(April 20th-May 20th): Have fun while you can. The clocks tickin’. Indulge your taste for exotic foods, classic

country music and remember to shower close friends with expensive gifts.

Gemini

(May 21st-]une 20th): Be ambitious. Climb every mountain you can (start with Mt. David and work from there).

But don't stray too far from home. A challenging crisis may demand all your energy in the coming weeks.

Cancer

(June21st-July 22nd): Sta n dhy your significant other. If you don’t have one, stand by a friend, if you don't have one

of those either, don't despair. The stars will take care of everything.

Leo

(July 23rd-August 22nd): Life is good, hut hey, this is just the beginning. Don't wait for the right time, make the time

right. P.S. Remember to drink plenty of milk. You need your calcium, now more than ever.

Virgfo

(August 23rd-September 22nd): Satisfy those constant cravings by making risky decisions which you’ve been putting

off for some time. Pay hills that may he building up. Luring someone into playing softball will pay three-fold.

Libra (September 23rd-October 22nd): Your internal balance has been at ease and in place since the sun came out. You can
easily share that with others. You know what that means—party!

Scorpio (October 23rd-November 21st): Don’t let the hellacious capitalistic pigs get you down. Trust your instincts and let your conscience he your Bates tour guide.
Sagittarius (November 22nd-December 21st): Don’t give out your social security number to strange vacuum cleaner salesmen. Sunbathe heartily instead.
Capricorn (December 22nd-January 19th): Hey corny, we know you’re homy, hut fast spring-time love usually means clammy palms and a trip to the health center.
Lock yourself in your room and stay sedated.

Aquarius (January 20th-February 18th): Country roads take me home, to the place I was bom. Find yourself a mountain momma. A little exploration is good for the soul.
Pisces (February 19th-March 20th): You are tke most employable person on tke planet, you gotta' believe it. Tbe birds are calling your name but tbe O.C.S. is calling
your bluff.

Aries

(March 21st-April 19th): You’re feeling sort of drained hut seek stability with your friends and find some support from unfettered craziness. Things that are nice

from afar are usually far from nice, however, everything is nice when it’s thawed from the ice.

This horoscope is brought to you with the help of an outstanding astrology intern who has been channeling with the regular astrological stylist.

Humanities
INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD
BUTLER

UNIVERSITY

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
Fully integrated study at British, Irish,
New Zealand and Australian universities

FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER
FULL YEAR •INTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad Information Session
Representative: Carolyn Watson
Date:

Mon. April 28

Location:

4:00 p.m.
HARASAWA Lounge, Chase Hall

For lurthcr information please contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus
or the Institute for Study Abroad. Butler University. 4600 Sunset Avenue,
Indianapolis, IN 46208, Tel: 517/940-9156 or 800/858-0229 Fax: 517/940-9704

influences us to leave a good
portion of our consciousness
outside of the classroom, or
perhaps waiting in our back¬
pack among pretzel crumbs
and leaking pens, and mock¬
ing Career Compass that for
some masochistic reason we
kept. Students aren't necessar¬
ily always encouraged to con¬
nect the literature they read to
their lives because, as Costlow
said, “We (in academia) send
a lot of mixed messages about
distancing yourself from lit¬
erature. Thinking from an ana¬
lytic distance has its place, but
if you have a more holistic
sense of students being en¬
gaged morally and emotion¬
ally, that becomes problem¬
atic."
It seems to me that wor¬
shipping a strict analytic dis¬
tance, which some might see
as more 'professional,' would
cause students to miss a lot of
the ways in which their edu¬
cation is transferable to other
areas of life. Costlow ex¬
pressed strong feelings about
the applicability of skills from
the humanities professionally
and generally: "I need to be a
good listener. I need to figure
out how much I believe what
someone is saying. I need to

Continued from page 6

have a sort of sixth sense to
figure out what they're not
telling me but saying meta¬
phorically. . . I think that
people spend a lot of their
lives telling stories and figur¬
ing out where to go based on
the meaning of a particular
event." Knowing how to read
books critically helps us to
read life. Patti Daniels spoke
of the way learning Russian
has made her aware that lan¬
guage is a reflection of a par¬
ticular consciousness and, in
turn, what we think about has
a lot to do with what concepts
are named in our languages.
Similarly, she thinks that
studying other disciplines is
more important for under¬
standing different modes of
inquiry than for acquiring spe¬
cific knowledge.
I wondered if Jenny
Chowning felt in any way that
she was at a disadvantage be¬
cause her skills as an art ma¬
jor aren't considered market¬
able, but she seemed pretty
confident that it wasn't an ob¬
stacle. "You can always get
specific skills for a job when
you need to. I've learned how
to get them; that's part of be¬
ing in college." What's more
important to her is that in do¬

ing Studio Art she's had an in¬
tense opportunity to learn more
about how she works. She also
talked about how having pas¬
sion for her work lets her focus
on the short term. That idea
seems to me a really significant
aspect of one's attitude toward
life and learning- whether we
conceive of it in what Patti
Daniels called a "horizontal"
way or as something in which
we're always moving forward.
By 'horizontal' she means
something like valuing diver¬
sity of experience rather than
intently focusing on a narrow
goal. "It seems like everything
is in some way connected. If
you just move forward, you're
going to miss a lot of what you
might've learned." This doesn't
mean that it's bad to have long
term goals, but rather every¬
thing we learn and do should
be a step in a linear progression
toward a preconceived end
making us less open to unex¬
pected sources of knowledge.
Just because you can plan
your life doesn't mean that you
know what you're doing. Lin¬
earity won't save you! The gov¬
ernment won't save you! Drink¬
ing milk won't save you!

“Don’t ask me nothin’ bout nothin’—
by Jeremy Breningstall
Editor's Note: This piece is more coherent than the first three para¬
graphs would indicate.

Four years on the newspaper staff, always wanting to
write an article about Bob Dylan, never getting around to it,
now, with the newspaper going to press in five hours, my¬
self a graduating senior, I'm faced with the realization that
it's now or never. Now, everything I've thought, I'll some¬
how have the find the words for. A rush, no time for careful
collection, no time for comprehensive collection, chasing af¬
ter the illusory image of Dylan, chasing after something that
pulls this ride together, chasing, just chasing. In a way, tough
to penetrate as he is, part of what Dylan is about, for me at
least, is hope. His interpretations of the world bring things
to a different life, provide avenues for grievances, summa¬
rize the things difficult to articulate in language
Won't attempt to structure this article, to even think
about, will just have to let it flow. Given the nature of Dylan's
music, perhaps a move away from rigid patterns is not en¬
tirely inappropriate, but I don't know about that. Won't try
to sum up his career, but will just try and say what he has
meant to me.
So to begin with, I would like to speak of the song about
to come up next on my headphones, the song that turned me
on to Dylan. Had had Dylan's Greatest Hits albums for a
while, found them interesting, talented, but they had never
fully penetrated. Knew that Dylan was great generally, but
did not yet know that Dylan was great to me specifically.
Then, following graduation from high school, uncertain what
motivated it, picked up Dylan's Freewheelin' Album. And
there it was, "Talking World War III Blues", the song that
caught me. Once, caught, hooked. Aided by sale at local
music store, making Dylan cassettes in the range of four dol¬
lars, by the end of the summer I'd already gone through about
fifteen of the albums. Looking back at this song, a song fre¬
quently performed in his concerts in the early 60's but not
particularly well known now, easy to wonder why this par¬
ticular song.
Don't think that it was just coincidence. At base, per¬
haps a natural instinctive response, but think there were a
lot of underlying factors. First off, to understand Dylan, for
me at least, one must understand the early Dylan years, the
years prior to the accident of '66. Throughout his career,
Dylan has been capable of producing brilliant music (from

the earliest writings of initial album at age twenty to "come¬ dream imagery to challenge nature of reality, as well as meta¬
back" songs of early 70's, Forever Young, Tangled Up in Blue, phor of psychologist; reality, it is implied, is insane when it
etc., to 1989's Man in the Black Coat to the recent covers of calls for wars on a global scale, just as "this boy" is diag¬
traditional folk artists produced in this decade), but there is nosed insane in the song; there is the usage of humor to
something particularly moving, particularly redemptive, subtlely sneak into a perhaps controversial but also just gen¬
particularly grasping about the songs made between '62 and erally difficult subject to talk about in an honest way,
'66. I don't know what exactly this difference is, or whether humanity's treatment of one another; there is the absurdity
there even really is one. But I listen to Dylan from these years, of paranoia over a label "Communist" in the midst of a
what I hear is that he had discovered a different way of view¬ nuclear scare; there is the way family, relationships, devel¬
ing the world.
opment look in the background of war (Well, I spied a girl
As can be seen in the escalating havoc of his career, from and before she could leave/ "Let's go and play Adam and
obscure New York folk artist to noted protest singer to rock Eve"/ I took her by the hand and my heart was thumpin'/
n' roller of the '66 tour with the Band, Dylan was a performer When she said, "Hey man, you crazy or sumpin'/You see
capable of making waves. He pushed things to the age, faced what happened the last time they started."); the contrast of
a dangerous confrontation that most artists are found to ethos of commercialism with ethos of peace (... drove down
glimpsed into at one points in their career. Coming from a 42nd Street/In my Cadillac/ Good car to drive after a war);
background that he says to be was of a mixture of country the parody of popular culture ("Tell Your Ma, Tell Your Pa/
and blues artists picked up off of AM radio and readings of Our Loves Are Gonna Grow Ooh-wah Ooh-wah"); the sepa¬
authors such as Kerouac and Ginsberg and Kant and Rexroth, ration of people in modernity (So I called up the operator of
consciously imitating Woody Guthrie and Charlie Chaplin, time/ Just to hear a voice of some kind/ "When you hear the
Dylan, despite a college career
beep/ It will be three
which lasted all of about four
o'clock"/She said that for
months, over the course of his
over an hour/ And I hung
career was able to bring a tre¬
up); the narcissistic way
Bob Dylan: A Section Seven Special
mendous degree of depth and
people can relate to each
April 25,1997
ingenuity into his lyrics, was
other (Hey I've been havin'
able to gain a far more compre¬
the same old dreams/ But
The Bates Student
hensive understanding of the
mine was a little different
Page Eight and Page Nine
world then the academics and
you see/ I dreamt that the
politicians of his day.
only person left after the
Long before the age of the
war was me); the refer¬
90's when suddenly everyone was willing to admit that claims ences (Adam and Eve, Abraham Lincoln, Cadillac, etc.). And
of Cold War were exaggerated, Dylan was out there, in the this is all just in one song, one that is not purported in its
society not all that far away from McCarthyism, tackling John surface presentation to be even a serious one. And then
Birch Society, spitting out words like "I love Fidel Castro and there's the closing of "Talking WWin Blues", the one that
his beard" just to provoke thought. Part of his power in these sums it all up, the transcends above all the comical yet tragic
days has to do with his willingness to say things as they were. fallacies implicated throughout the song: "'I'll let you be in
Only a Pawn In Their Game, about Medgar Evers' death, With my dream if I can be in yours.' I said that."
God on Our Side, tackling hypocrisy sometimes present in
This song is a clear indication of two of the remarkable
patriotism, North Country Blues, laid off workers. Even the qualities of Dylan's music: the sheer expansiveness of sub¬
"post-political-Dylan" albums, Highway 61 Revisited and ject matter, and the range of emotion that is expressed. It is
Blonde and Blonde are incredibly subversive. In an age when these qualities that I would argue make Dylan by far the best
most other popular artists were singing about such things as songwriter of modern times. Many of the better songwriters
the difficulties of maintaining an underage relationship, Dy¬ around today, Ani DiFranco, Beck, Bruce Springsteen, Tom
lan was singing about the military industry, about poverty, Waits, etc. — despite the fact that they do have enormous
about the Holocaust, about. But he could also sing with enor¬ talent — don't come close in this regard to Dylan.
mous depth about the things that move the heart; about
But here I'm not attempting so much to make a com¬
friendship, about love, about anger, parative analysis, as to enunciate some of the things that make
about sorrow.
Dylan in-of-himself, regardless of what others may be do¬
Dylan, throughout his career, has ing, an incredible artist. In a way that is rarely true, Dylan's
also been willing to evolve. While of¬ music provides a little something for everyone, if they are
ten a cause for criticism, it is arguably willing to give him a chance and think beyond preconcep¬
true that his career would not have had tions of him as a social activist from a long-ago era whose
nearly the magnificence had this trait relevance has expired except in a historical sense. In the "I
not been present in his personality. Shall Be Free" and "Talking Blues" songs, we here the satiri¬
Goes to New York, sings traditional cal maneuverability. In "Who Killed Davy Moore" and "Hur¬
folk songs. Soon, producing original ricane", you can hear him cry wildly for justice. "Spanish
folk songs, taking tradition of folk to Boots of Spanish Leather" and "If You See Her Say Hello"
express the nature of human existence, are sad songs of longing, "Most of the Time" and "My Back
spreading it to issues of broad, contem¬ Pages" speak of aging or maturing, "Positive 4th Street" and
porary significance (not necessarily a "One of Must Know" are rough songs about collapsed rela¬
presumed move in Dylan's day), Dy¬ tionships, "Song to Woody" and "John Wesley Harding" are
lan issued albums such as Freewheelin' tributes to historical figures, "Jokerman" and "Mr. Tambou¬
and The Times They Are A' Changin'. rine Man" are laden with symbolist poetry; "Like a Rolling
While the anthemic songs such as Stone" and "Tangled Up in Blue" are descriptive songs that
"Blowin' In the Wind" and "The Times never grow old; "Arthur McBride" and "Moonshiner" are
They Are A' Changin'" carry a lot of adept covers of traditional folk; "I Threw It All Away" and
weight, to a certain extent, the most "Ninety Miles An Hour" are sad folk/country-style songs;
profound are some of the secondary and "Sitting on a Barbed Wire Fence" and the electric adap¬
ones, ones that didn't make the first tations of songs such as "Baby Can I Follow You Down" or
Greatest Hits selection. A Hard Rain's "One Too Many Mornings" are just good grooves.
In the many transitions he's made over his life, Dylan
A' Gonna Fall, It's Alright Ma (I'm
has done his fair share of horrible songs, he has made his
Only Bleeding), Desolation Row, etc.
In terms of the song "Talking mistakes in life, and he has occasionally been inconsistent
World War IE Blues" in particular, we about his ideals (the vindictive nature of his Christian years
see a number of qualities to this song in the late 70's and early 80's, licensing "The Times They Are
which give it it's power: there is the A Changin' for commercial purposes). But the reason you
questioning narrator, never explicitly admire someone is not for perfection but for the general sum
criticizing, but containing stronger of what they've provided. And the sheer quantity and qual¬
implicit criticism; there is the usage of ity of music that Dylan has made over the years, but espe-

I just might tell you the truth ”
by Alan Wright
and Josiah “Boss” Ahlgren
Editor's Note: This article is less coherent than the first three
paragraph's would indicate.
Well, we here at the Student tried, but you wouldn't
listen. We told you, but you wouldn't hear,.we begged,
we cajoled, to no avail. We did what we could do, and
then we went together, alone, to see him ourselves. It
was everything, and nothing like we imagined. Bob once
wrote, "it takes a lot to laugh, it takes a train to cry," we
did both. So impressed with our press credentials was
his-manager that he offered an exclusive interview, we
declined. Why? Perhaps we did not feel worthy, per¬
haps his lyrics spoke to us, told us all we needed to know,
perhaps we are lying ....perhaps. Why Bob Dylan, why
Section Seven, why you, why now, because he speaks to
college kids like us in songs such as "Ballad of a Thin
Man." I can't be certain, but I can't imagine that Mr.
Dylan has ever spoken the words, "everybody wangchung tonight."
We tried to tell you, "Carpe Dylan," but we didn't
carpe crap. Well, there was Tribe, but that's spilled milk.
Bob is sweet, and we're sweet on Bob, but that's not the
point. Mr. Dylan is one of the finest songwriters of the
era, an artist whose work has influenced society and
popular culture tremendously. Perhaps the greatest
measure of his success has been his pervasiveness, per¬
haps his staying power (the man keeps going and go¬
ing). Consider the Energizer bunny, a fine example of
both. The bunny is patterned after Mr. Dylan, he's mu¬
sical, a little pink, he's a rebel (appearing naked on tele¬
vision and smashing from commercial to commercial)
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yet quite cute and fuzzy. Neither can be stopped. But
there is a difference, we hate that damn bunny.
That bunny plays a fucking drum. Bob Dylan prob¬
ably is not very good at playing drums (though he might
be better than his current tour drummer- and is without
a doubt better than that stupid hare). For a man in his
mid-fifties, Dylan has an amazingly robust head of hair.
It is curly and mostly brown and hangs in pretty locks
down over his ears. Sure, maybe it is thinning a little,
but give the man a break. He sings good songs. Once I
saw Bob Dylan talking to someone on the boob tube. The
subject wasn't hair. It was money. "Money, I don't need

money." This is probably true. He has a shitload. That does
not mean that he has. sold out. He has, in fact, not. Hootie
and the Blowfish and Counting Crows suck, but they like
Dylan so we like them, even though they sold out (and stole
his lyrics). Not that those bands are worth a crap and not
that Hootie could sell a soul he never had in the first place.
Bob Dylan doesn't play Positive! music (though he did
go through a three album Christian phase which we would
all like to forget, not because the songs are bad, just because
it isn't Dylan) but I guess that's not enough for John Berry.
Dylan is Dylan, Hootie is crap,
and the bunny must be de¬
stroyed. The weather was
nice today, good sitting out¬
side and listening to Dylan
weather, but January is good
weather for that too.
Money, I don't need
money. He doesn't tour for
money, he tours to give people
the opportunity to see a leg¬
end. A legend in his own
time. As some people begin
to feel at his concerts, he will never die. The legend walked
onto the stage at Portland in a White jacket and a white ten
gallon hat. He sweat more than I have ever seen a 55 year
old legend sweat. He sweat more than I have ever seen
Patrick Ewing sweat, he sweat early, he sweat often, he sweat
consistently, just like he sings. He came, He saw, he's a leg¬
end. 'nuff about that.
When I was ten, I didn't like Bob very much. He was
my parents music. When I was eleven, I matured. I grew
up. Grow up. Ever been to a Dylan concert? If not, why
not? There is no stranger collection of people than the crowd
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at a Dylan concert, a diverse (sometimes downright weird)
gathering of men and women who have nothing in common
save a love for the man who is the king of rock.
I don't know how you feel about that bunny, but Dylan's
feelings are pretty clear, "Now pull that drummer out from
behind that bottle. / Bring me my pipe, we're gonna shake it
/.Slap that drummer with a pie that smells / Take me down
to California baby." Dylan hates the bunny, we hate the
bunny, we love Dylan, Dylan sweats like a pig, Dylan hates
the pigs, Dylan was drunk at the 1988 Grammy'Awards (the
bunny was trying to sell shit), we like Dylan.
We sit here in the latter half of the 1990's and think about

God knows when, but you’re doing it again
Continued from the page on the other side
dally the way in which his music has always come from so far deep inside him, makes Dylan a hero
for me. I recognize the limitations of such a label, and do not call him such without reservation. A
shirt from one of his reason tours contains the ironic excerpt "don't follow leaders/watch your
parking meters" and Dylan has always been resistant to accepting the mantle of spokesperson,
always been disinclined to participate in the media antics that others (John Lennon, B-52s, etc.) do,
always been opposed to the responsibility that heroism implies. But I do not call him such because
I expect him to provide all the answers, or live up to superhuman expectations, but rather because
of the characteristics in his art that I admire, and those portions of his depth of thinking and integ¬
rity that I would not be ashamed to use as a demonstration of how high humans can aspire. I don't
know him as a person. But I do know his music, and what it reveals, and what it means to me.
But since I've spoken a lot about Dylan's younger years, I would like to conclude by talking
about Dylan today. Last week I had the opportunity to go see Dylan play in Portland. He came on
stage wearing a somewhat silly Las Vegas Cowboy outfit, looking down at the floor, he mumbled
through his first few lines before beginning to pronounce the words (which he then did for the rest
of the concert far more articulately than he did, say, ten years ago). Once performing before hun¬
dreds of thousands at the Isle of Wright in Britain, he was now performing in a gymnasium that
looked exactly like the one I had at my high school. He seemed elderly, out of shape. He sweated
profusely. The band he was performing with had to be twenty-five years younger than him.
But when he began to play, you knew it was Bob Dylan. You knew that it was Bob Dylan
because of the depth of his voice. You knew that is was Bob Dylan because you'd heard those songs
before. You knew that it was Dylan because when he did hit the right note, the songs carried in a
way that those of no other singer does. But most of all, you knew that it was Bob Dylan because as
you looked around this room full of teenagers and ex-hippies, as ypu looked at the small stage, and
you saw him bending down with his guitar, dancing gently to the music, he wasn't there for any
glory. The people cheered loudly, he was given three encores, but he wasn't exactly doing a U2 $50
a night stadium tour. What you saw, as he gathered together the words, as he strummed the electric
guitar 32 years after Newport, was the love for the music, and the love for sharing that music. He
didn't come across from overbearing, far from it. He hardly even said a word, except for the lyrics.
But he did what he's always done: He rocked.

this stuff. Dylan put out his first album in 1962. Simple
arithmetic. 35 years. A long time. So what if his voice is
tired. 1968 was a tragic year. In 1968 Martin Luther
King was assassinated. Robert Kennedy was assassi¬
nated. Frank O'Hara died. Dylan crashed his motor¬
cycle. He did not die. James Dean did. Dylan conva¬
lesced. He recuperated. He came back. Guthrie was out
of commission. Kerouac died in '69. Jimi died. Janice
died. Jim died. Bryan Adams wrote a song about 1969,
"Those were the best days of my life" my ass, Bryan
Adams sold out. Dylan
was in the midst of
record company blues.
He recorded "The Base¬
ment Tapes" at Big Pink.
We like motorcycles.
"You've been with
the professors / And
they've all like your
looks / With great law¬
yers you have / Dis¬
cussed lepers and crooks
/ You've been through
all of / F. Scott Fitzgerald's books / You're very well read
/ It's well known ... something is happening here / But
you don't know whatit is / Do you, Mister Jones?" Bob
Dylan said that. These punk-ass Counting Crows stole
it.
"Oh the benches were stained with tears and per¬
spiration,/ The birdies were flying from tree to tree./
There was little to say, there was no conversation/ as 1
stepped to the stage to pick up my degree. I put
down my robe, picked up my diploma,/ took hold of
my sweetheart and away we did drive,/ Straight for the
hills, the black hills of Dakota. / Sure was glad to get out
of there alive." Bob Dylan said that too. "You can fool
some of the people all of the time, and you can fool all of
the people some of the time, but you can't fool all of the
people all of the time. I think Abe Lincoln said that."
Bob Dylan said that too. "I'll let you be in my dream if I
can be in yours." He said that too. What does all of this
mean? It's a mystery to all of us but the man himself. A
little more depth to Mr. Dylan than Hootie don't you
think? We think so. Anyways Dylan is talking about
graduation, we know that much so listen up kids.

BOB DYLAN HiGi
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flaring headlights

■
April 23,1997
2:46 a.m.

i dreamed
sometimes
i dreamed i saw a world
not unlike my own
i dreamed
an unswept, kept up dream
a floating firefly dream
a moving moonbug, a turned up dashboard
flaring headlights, roaring too-brights
i dreamed
accomplice of the shatterproof dice
speculator of phantasmagoric days
i dreamed
in world, at a loss for
a little safe space for dreamers
i was at a loss for my world —

I

who placed a reed pigeon on this map coordinate?

something told me it shouldn't be there
something told me the fleece penguins shouldn't be there,
something told me the padded elephants shouldn't be there,
something told me that the talking monkeys shouldn't be there,
something told me that the falling clouds shouldn't be there,
something told me that Lex Luther shouldn't be there,

«S

something told me that something was out of place
and the blame would have to go somewhere
or other
and i didn't have time to chase every moonbeam worth five cents in return
and i couldn't afford to pay the blame.
so i hid my dream
i covered it, and i stifled it
i stuck it in the back drawer, underneath the clean floor
in the ambassador express, beneath the water fountain —
the one that no one would find

i was determined that the word should not get out
i stuffed it under my belt, i pulled it Under my rug
my pregnancy was difficult to explain, but i worked on it
my uneven surface was difficult to terrain, but i sat on it
i called it pet names, and disguised it in elaborate graces,
silly faces,
it was so easy to deceive.

'

but alas, it-didn't work
the dream grew and grew,
meandering, tangling
sifting, serving
crossing rivers and
skipping through bowling alleys and
stopping to exchange phone numbers and
. tossing its bead back and
and going and going
and pretty soon
asking "Which way is it to Wabasha" and
commenting on the reliability of chrome magnets and
playing croquet at the waterfront and
scurrying through nations —
stop that you dream!
the dream could not be stopped.

i dreamed
a lowdown dirty dream
a tossing, turning dream
a crazy condescending dream
a shelled-out school bus dream
a flare in the glare of the night dream
an i'm coming, i'm coming, but maybe not dream
a too fast to catch but too hard to handle dream
an almost-too-early but-a-little-too-late dream
a dream that kept on dreaming
except when it was resting
dream —
dreams do that you know!
a dream that caught fire when exposed to the loss of its own refined posture
a dream that was not ashamed to admit its own inability to conceive of anything less
than absolute silence
a dream that believed that whitewashing was what occurred when there wasn't
enough dirty laundry
a dream that felt obliged to make its own seasons, early morning and late evening
a dream that talked so much, i began to wonder if it were paid by the apple seed
a dream that flew, but lacked the frequent flyer mileage to get a discount
a dream that was not afraid to say that his name was "Oligophagous" —
family thing, goes way back
a dream that knew how to say when, but didn't say whether
a dream that mistook the word "antiquarian" for some sort of frisbee —
but caught on when the days swung back around,
saying "don't you come around here no more, you hear"
a dream that placed a lot of stock in the value of the letter \
a good idea at the time
unfortunately since surpassed by roller blades
a loss, a loss
a dream that the next day was seen rolling, and rolling,
and suddenly stood up and said,
"Hey — have you seen my parakeet's coffee filters anywhere?"
and i hadn't, but it flew on and on this dream
sort of uncontrollable!
sort of wild

Hey, where are you going? someone asked,
but i didn't know;
i was just dreaming.
one of those dreams, you know,
a crazy spontaneous dream
a rules of prose but don't you s'pose dream
a loose-lipped, swagging hips, flagging sips dream
an i'd do it if you want me to, don't you do you dream
a maybe today, maybe tomorrow, but definitely on Wednesday dream
a sneaky as the devil, but quicker than his chauffeur dream
a hooting, howling, screaming, scowling, kind of loose, kind of unknown sort of
dream
a dream like i would not want to dream dream
a dream that i would be willing to dream
if it came with a free duffel bag
dream
i dreamed that fossil fuel was merely the name for an alternative lifestyle involving
dinosaurs from another planet
i dreamed that i then drank too much Mountain Dew
and it kept me up all night
dreaming;
a come in the night, and come in the day, but only in corduroy
trousers expressing the color "hydrolysate" dream —
i didn't know what to make of that one

and i still don't

si

fisil

i dreamed that i could read the words not blurred out by the specks from the
technicolor lawn
i dreamed that a little of this and a little of that makes for a lot of pea soup
i dreamed that there was something or other in the backyard
i dreamed there was something or other in the garden, too
and it certainly was not a turnip
i dreamt that dream
a restless, churning dream
a dream with a carton of milk, a pitcher of honey
a dream with a bucket of paint, a dash of flint
a chapter of Montesquieu, a portion of pie
a kitchen sink, a dirty lie
a dream with a fashion statement,
a waterfall,
a pound of iron,
a few pieces of loose change,
with a laptime computer with a modem connection
dialing straight to an angel by the name of "Alfredo"
busy, busy —
yeah, everything was in that dream.
it was a hard life, this dream,
it was
a ribbonless dream that kept tying me in knots
a breathing but sometimes leaving dream
a silly but not so dream
it was pretty tough, this dream.
so i dreamed i tried to overcome my dreaming
but on the twelfth step
the Mona Lisa finally caved in
and i left to make love to her
i dreamed that the lack of focus of this dream was merely a dream left over from
another day
i dreamed that oceans were deep and mountains were high
and they are
i dreamed that my other dream was almost as good as this one,
but lacked the credit rating to get the boost to outer space;
fortunately, the tumstyle checker
looked the other way

it was a senseless dream, a misunderstood dream,
it was an easy return dream, a little bitty dream,
it was a wandering dream, a matter of fact dream,
it was an "7 don't know about that" dream, a pretty standard dream,
it was a red, white and polka-dotted dream,
it was an "I didn't mean to dream" dream,
a robot dream, a supernova dream,
a misplaced dream,
a "Shout, Shout — hey, who left the lights on in here?" dream,
it was an okay dream
i dreamt this dream, it was a lot of things.
it was an "oh, well, maybe some other time" dream, a sex, drugs, rock and cup cakes
dream,
a "not bad for a dream" dream,
a sheltered dream, a shallow dream,
a pretty sneaky dream, a fearless dream, a coughing dream, a "Dream, have you been
getting enough sleep?" dream, a drop of the bucket dream, a hitchhiker's
guide to dreaming,
it was an aching dream, a sex scene, real mean, big screen dream,
a "pretty clearly, you've never slept lying upside down on a palm tree" dream,
a washed up dream, a hunkered down dream,
a "don't blame me, it's not my kids lunchbox that's flying through your kid's
couscous" dream,
an ants in your pants dream, a hardworking dream, a saving money for college
dream, an almost bought a motorcycle today dream, a bit of a mystery dream,
a "now, why don't you tell us what's going on?" dream, a loose morals and
scandalous style in dog leash attire dream, an on-sale — today only — 25% off
dream, a bomb the hell out of those crickets before they learn how to play an
instrument! dream, it was everything that dream
that dream was a frog throat dream, a love note dream,
a rough and ready dream,
a spic n' span kick it in the can dream,
a dream that goes well with fish, but better with vegetables,
a rising falling, slipping crawling dream,
a dream, a dream, a dream ...
i had a dream
sometimes
i did.
i dreamt a lot of things.
i dreamed that squirrels no longer ate up the park benches!
i dreamed that strangers no longer offered me linoleum candy, saying that it was a
cure for dental floss!

i dreamt a dream that would leave nothing out
a leftover but not hungover dream
a dream that went this way and that,
and i didn't know which way was that
a walking, talking dream,
a heartbreaker dream,
a real rocker,
a sinking roller coaster,
a gripping saga selling toasters
songs of love and war;
i dreamt this dream
a nervous dream
a burning dream
a clapping dream
a moving dream
a hmmm... you may have a point, but do you have an appointment? dream
an alphebetical soup dream,
a ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha
ha
dream.
i dreamt, and dreamt, and dreamt
this thing, this thing,
i dreamt this dream.

i dreamed that there was less to bargain-hunting than the brochure had
implied —
i dreamed i forgot the five cents,
and picked up some common sense —
funny creatures of the night
unusual travel out of sight —
and places that just don't fit on the map.
i dreamed.
i dreamed i looked outside
and saw a world
not unlike my own.

By Jeremy Breningstall

ROUSSEAU’S

ISLAND

In September of 1765, after having his house stoned in Motier, the Swiss-born
philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau sought refuge on a small island, hoping to spend the
rest of his days there. The island was called lie St. Pierre, and is today in the German¬
speaking portion of Switzerland. Approximately two miles long, the island lies right
outside of the village of Erlach. In spring, before the local vacationers come to boat or
fish in the surrounding waters, St. Peter’s Island is quiet, much as Rousseau
must have found it.
Following the publication of his political treatise The Social Contract and his
educational manual Emile in 1762, a storm of controversy arose. In particular, the
clergy and the powers-that-be were offended by the section in Emile entitled “The Creed
of a Savoyard Priest” which advocated religious tolerance, and sought to emphasize the
natural rather than supernatural practices as the basis for religious belief. It was not a
time when open exchange of ideas and respect for original viewpoints was appreciated,
and before long Rousseau (who at the time of publication was living in France) was
fleeing to the Neuchatel region of Switzerland. The public executioner condemned his
books in Paris, and book-burnings were soon held in both Paris and Geneva. Intent and
quality of thought were not considered an adequate defense.
After subsequently being chased out ofMotiers as well, Rousseau hoped to at last
find peace and contentment, after a lifetime of travel, in the lie St. Pierre. It was not to
be. Though he was bothering no one, and in fact, spent most of his time concentrating
on botany, the population could not tolerate his presence. After pleeing to be condemned
to his island, in October, given 24 hours notice to leave the region, Rousseau fled for
Strasbourg.
Though he only spent six weeks there, the lie St. Pierre is notable for a number of
reasons. It received extensive treatment in both the Confessions and Reveries of the
Solitary Walker. The time he spent there he describes as being the happiest in his life.
But it also relates closely to his personal history and political philosophy, for it provides a
unique opportunity to examine the role that imagery of nature and difficulties with social
convention played in each. This is the historical culmination of his philosophical career.
But it is also a place about which he provided a wealth of lush descriptive narrative.
Through his letters, one can see the way in which nature, and the waters around the
island, were used as a shelter at the reaction to the response he received for a work he
had put his heart and soul into.
Today, as one goes to the island, one can see two contrasts. On the one hand, it is
still peaceful, and one can still see flocks of deer roaming about. On the other hand,
bulldozers are steadily razing portions of the island for farmland. Walking through
there, you can see physically before your very eyes the two contrasting elements of nature
and culture. Two-hundred-and-thirty years later, Rousseau’s thought remains relevant.
And the more one studies the thoughts of Rousseau, the more one understands that in
life, there are no clear answers.

if my pleasures are few and brief, I surely savor
them more deeply when the come then if they
were more familiar. I ruminate upon them, so
to speak, hy frequently remembering them; and,
however few they might he, if they were pure
and without mixture, I would perhaps he
happier than I was in my prosperity. In extreme
misery, we find that a little makes us rich. A
beggar who finds one gold piece is more moved
hy it than a rich man who finds purse of gold.
♦

Jean-Jacques Rousseau

Reveries of the Solitary Walker

In my former days of hitter poverty
every night I counted other people’s wealth
today I thou ght and thought then thought it
through
everyone really must make their own
I dug and found a hidden treasure
a crystal pearl completely pure
even if that hlue-eyed foreigner of great ability
wanted to huy it secretly and take it away
I would immediately tell him that
this pearl has no price
♦

Han Sh an (“Cold Mountain ”)

Cold Mountain
Imperial China, except during scattered periods of tem¬
porary decline, was governed by a hereditary emperor sup¬
ported by an aristocracy not of blood but of learning, who
tightly controlled the administration. These men were
selected by a series of highly literary examinations which
formed virtually the only road to advancement. The
scholar-ojficials who triumphed in the highest round of
examinations received such liberal shares of imperial fa¬
vor that they had plenty of opportunity to indulge the
elegant tastes with which their literary studies had en¬
dowed them.
Grotesque rocks, sometimes brought from over a thou¬
sand miles away, were particularly prized. In such sur¬
roundings, clad in brocaded silks, they passed their lei¬
sure hours, composing poems and various literary effu¬
sions, caressing the silken strings of priceless lutes, prac¬
tising calligraphy, playing a kind of chess with one hun¬
dred and sixty pieces a side; enjoying flowers, hovering
clouds and moonlight, to accompaniment of wine and
song; savouring the fragile beauty of their wives and con¬
cubines or, for a change, patronizing sophisticated and
hugely expensive courtesans so talented as to be able to
cap the most erudite poems, sing and play the lute
enchantingly, and arouse their patron's senses with a hun¬
dred practised arts.
A large proportion of the population dwelt in such pov¬
erty as to make so much luxury a gross offense in the eyes
of scholars concerned for the state of society as a zvhole.
Then, again, the highly 'mventional nature of the schol¬
ars' training, led, at times, to excesses of pedantry which
often became a bar to the advancement of geniuses whose
very brilliance led them to stray from the beaten track in
search of new areas of thought and learning. It was pos¬
sible for candidates to fail in the higher examinations be¬
cause their thoughts ranged beyond the prescribed liter¬
ary and philosophical outlines. Finally, there were not
infrequent periods when the system got out of hand, cor¬
ruption took over, and high civil service posts were qui¬
etly sold to those rich enough to pay for them, regardless
of their perhaps indifferent scholarship.
There is evidence in Cold Mountain's poems of bitter dis¬
appointment of some kind and/or disgust with the pre¬
vailing system. Several poems testify to his familiarity
zvith the colorful life and elegant surroundings of high
functionaries living in the capital. Was he at one time a
young official on his zvay up the ladder of fame who drew
down upon himself the anger or jealousy of his superiors,
or who voluntarily opted out of the system on account of
revulsion against its rigidity and extravagance? Or was
he merely an unsuccessful candidate for the higher ex¬
aminations? It is hard to say.

$ John Blofeld,

The Collected Songs of Cold Mountain
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Let there be light ... Short Term too
by Alan Wright

someone else, I'll put it like this,
"agree to an inch, and you will be
If we learn nothing else in more likely to agree to a mile later."
our time at Bates, we learn that This is where I have to do
Short Term is good. Yet we must something that I swore I would
never do again, something that we
not lose sight a simple fact often
overlooked during this time of here at the Student have studiously
avoided of late after we beat it to
year, halogen lights are pretty
death- I'm going to talk about the
good too. Sure it's easy to forget,
open flame ... I will be mercifully
now that there are a whole five
hours of sunlight, about the brief.
Well it looks like you can kiss
indispensable friend that got you
through winter, your floorlamp.
the mood lighting good-bye. It
bears noting
But I beg you,
that it was
please don't let
_ _
the
spring
God himself
sunshine blind
If halogen lamps and who first
commanded,
you to the fact
Short Term have
that you might
"let there be
light." Not all
not be here
only one thing in
of us believe
without your
lamp.
If
common, it's that it in God, but I
can
halogen lamps
would be very sad to understand
and, Short Term
those
have only one
see either of them go how
thing
in
who
do
would look
common, it’s
that it would be
suspiciously
very sad to see either of them go.
upon any campus policy which
Any Psychology major or
contradicts his established will.
door-to-door salesman can tell Back to the point, there is a rumor
(unsubstantiated, but this isn't the
you plenty about the foot-in-theNews section) that Bates may be
door effect, so I won't bother. We
have all heard the phrase, "give
considering a ban on Halogen
'em an inch, and they will take a
lights. Bowdoin College enacted
such a ban this year, and they are
mile." I don't want to conflate
ranked eighth by U.S. News and
this aphorism with the foot-inWorld Report so bringing the ban
the-door, but it is worth noting.
to Bates may not seem all that
This foot-in-the-door business
unattractive to the Administration.
can be summarized succinctly by

But, as I said earlier, this would be
an unspeakable tragedy.
Dorm-room lighting at Bates is
grossly insufficient. I live in a
Smith
Double
which
is
"illuminated" by two lights
totaling perhaps (I'm being
generous here) two-hundred
watts, not nearly enough to read
by. I might be able to read in there
if I placed my desk in the center of
the room, but that would make
getting around the room pretty
hard. There are, as I see it, three
possible "solutions" to the
problem posed by campus lighting
1) go blind trying to read with the
lighting provided by the college 2)
go bankrupt buying several
expensive lamps, or 3) go to the
local Wal-Mart, and spend thirteen
dollars on a two hundred watt
halogen floorlamp. There can be
students with a unique educational
little doubt that the third is the
opportunity. We didn't come to
most attractive option, but I
Bates just to have our names
digress. I'm
tattooed on the
talking about
skin of a dead
Short Term. I'd
we came
Short Term allows a sheep,
hate to see it go
to learn, expand
either.
our horizons,
student to pursue
In
our
and all of that
education simply
credentialist
good stuff. But
society,
it's
can't
for the pleasure of students
seek refuge in the
pretty easy to
lose sight of
ivory tower; no
learning
why we are here
student
can
in the first place.
ignore
the
This school was founded to
significance of grades, they are a
necessary evil. How can a Batesie
educate students in the Liberal
strike a balance and pursue a field
Arts, and Short Term provides

in which he/she has more
interest than talent while
maintaining his/her G.P.A.?
Ladies and gentlemen, I give you
Short Term. This miracle of
modern education allows a
student to pursue an interest (in
Music or Art for example) outside
.his/her
major
without
apprehension that it will be
detrimental to his/her G.RA. It
is a shame that the only language
courses offered during Short
Term are upper level courses.
Offering lower level courses in
the language departments would
Continued on Page 15

A vote of conscience: a vote of concern
To The Editor:

hatred and fear. The bill, as
drafted, would not only ban
unions between the same sex, but
would
jeopardize
all
"nontraditional marriages." This
bill may be interpreted to ban
interracial
marriage,
a segment of those who

As the State Senator from
District 21 and as the Mayor of
Lewiston, I work very hard to
build a community that values
tolerance
a
-h
d
understanding.
Attacking
On March 26,
are
1997,
the
our community that has remarried,
State Senate
marriages
not even requested
debated and
between
voted
on
people of
same-sex marriage
L.D. 1017,
different
"An Act to
recognition does nothing religions
Protect
and other
to improve the state of marriages
Traditional
Marriage
marriage in our society that our
and Prohibit
society has
Same Sex
come
to
Marriage." I
realize are
voted that this bill ought not to
worthy of recognition. It could
pass because I strongly believe
threaten custody protections of
that it is written in the spirit of
single parents.

Attacking a segment of our
community that has not even
requested same-sex marriage
recognition does nothing to
improve the state of marriage in
our society. A constructive way to
protect marriage would be to stop

We should not take a step
backwards. Instead we must put
fear and hatred behind us and look
to build communities based on
tolerance and understanding.
Maine has survived times of
hatred before. When French-

Letters (ftp
to the Editor
domestic violence and to give
workers a livable wage. We must
think in constructive terms.

Canadian churches were burned
down, Maine people survived.
When Governor Owen Brewster
received the endorsement to the

Ku Klux Klan, Maine people
survived. Maine people can
survive the fight against hatred
once again. If we have the
courage to maintain an open
mind, the desire to become
educated about all the issues at
stake and a willingness to listen,
we will survive this fear and
hatred. Our communities will be
built upon a strong foundation of
respect.
I urge you to contact me at
287-1515 if you would like a copy
of the traditional family
legislation. I urge you to read it
yourself and to think about
whether such intolerance is in the
best interest of Maine people.
Sincerely,
John Jenkins
State Senator, District #21

The Bates Student
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Respect for fellow students sets Bates apart
by Sara Milstien
After a few hours alone on
a train, I start to get restless. At
each stop I sit up straighter,
smile at every passerby, secretly
selling myself. Please sit next to
me. Why sit next to the
businessman? He's not going to
listen to your sob story. I will, I
have ears, I’ll listen without
speaking. I prefer older ladies'
stories, but at this point I was
about ready to piece together a
newborn's cries and sounds for
excitement.
So, finally in Rhode Island,
Heather sat down next to me.
Heather goes to University of
Rhode Island. I learned very
quickly that we are very
different. She told me the reason
she chose her school was
because she saw all of the
fraternities lined up on one street
and that reeled her in. She is
pledging a sorority excitedly.
But to each his own. At this
point, I couldn't afford to be
picky.
Any doubts that I had about
Bates were quickly erased by

Short
Term
Continued from Page 14
allow students to try their
respective hands in a foreign
language to determine if they are
interested in further study in that
area. I won't be the first to point
out the fallacious belief that
educational progress can be
quantified, or given a numerical
value, but I will anyway. Bates
charges an enormous amount of
money, grades us, and gives us
a diploma, but we can't afford to
lose sight of why we are here in
the first place, education. Grades
can't always reflect what we've
learned and when they fail to do
so they obscure the reason we're
here (that "e" word again). Short
Term frees the student of grading
concerns and allows him or her
to pursue education simply for
the pleasure of leaning, but I
digress. I'm talking about
floorlamps.
There is no other light which
provides as much illumination
for the money. After spending
somewhere in the neighborhood
of twenty-five grand to study
(read) here we can't afford to
spend much more than thirteen
dollars to be able to do it. And
there is no better time to do it
than during Short Term.

listening to Heather for about ten
minutes. I thought Bates was
apathetic! URI sounded like a
nightmare. She showed me an
underground publication that
circulated around her school called
"Godhead," telling me she thought
I would like it. She plunked on her
walkman so I really had no choice.

Any doubts that I
had about Bates
were quickly erased
by listening to
Heather for about
ten minutes
I started reading "Godhead" and
almost threw up. Every single joke
was aimed at the idea of getting
women drunk and screwing them.
There was no subtlety here. In "A
Godhead Exclusive: The Art of Dry
Humping," step #2 is "Two words:
Malt liquor. Getting the girl a little
tipsy will definitely increase your

Viva the

Student
Dear Mr. Editor of Bates Student:
In the first place allow me to
introduce myself. My name is
Felix Antonio Rojas. I'm Cuban
and I am thirty-one years old. I
work as an independent writer.
Only a few days ago I had the
chance of having in my hands a
number of your newspapers and I
was impressed by the excellent
design and the quality of the
impression, as much as by the
content which shows the line of
your work.
Not having any other matter I
still want to thank you for your
kindness in reading my letter and
to tell you that I would be very
happy to wear a T-shirt with
advertising for your newspaper, or
T-shirt of Bates College. Of
course, it is in your hands to satisfy
my wish.
I wish you all the luck in the
world. God bless you and all
American people.
Yours Truly,
Felix Antonio Rojas
The following is my private
address:
Ave. 43a N. 7412 e. 74 y76
Marianano apartado 14048 ZP 14
C. de la Habana, Cuba.

chances of dry humping." I read
on, convinced that in the entire
publication something had to be
funny.
But this was a wrong
assumption. There was a "piece"
entitled "Da Coddington Pimp's
Classes for Fall 1998," with one of
the "classes" entitled PMP324
Advance Bitch Slappin' - "Dis class
is indispensable for learnin' how
to put da smack on when da ho
needs an attitude adjustment."
Um, am I a tight ass? Is this stuff
actually funny, did Bates just turn
me into a politically correct
"woman" who just can't seem to
get the stick out of her ass? Maybe.
But I guess that's how I am now.
Finally I couldn't help myself.
"I can’t believe this!" I exclaimed.
"I know," she grinned. "Isn't it the
funniest thing?" "No," I said. "I'm
really offended by some of this
shit." The conversation ensued,
and she proceeded to tell me that
her school put out an April Fools
Edition of the newspaper, and
under fake events was listed:
"Come to our annual Rape-AThon, sponsored by Women's
Studies.
Come hard, leave

Matt Bromley graphic
drained." I couldn't believe how
ignorant that was. But Heather
informed me that in her school,
that was actually a big deal. TEN
PEOPLE wrote angry letters.
Do you know how many
people attend URI? 10,000 people.
10,000 students and only 10 of
them got angry enough to write
letters in. So I started to feel a little
bit better about Bates. Even
though it's a little boring, it might
be because people don't really
have ideas like that in their heads.
Then again, it might be because

people here just aren't sharing
those kind of thoughts publicly.
It's a tough call. In a way, those
kinds of things make life more
interesting. However, they're
more interesting WHEN people
respond angrily, because some
form of action is taken. Without
any form of action, writings like
those continue quietly on their
journeys to the outside world.
So there's no overwhelming
life lesson here. Just appreciate
what we might possibly havepeople who respect each other.

Art thou bored? Snap into the Student!
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The poetic significance of Short Term
Barbecues are to our taste buds as soggy grass is to our
butts. What the H-E-double hockey sticks are those Wacky
editors talking about now, you might ask? Poetry. Follow us
as we embark on an exploration of the month of April. Discover
the beauty of spring and the transgressions of semesters past as
we attempt to concoct a comparison of the way in which our
April at Bates unfolded, making these moments fitting for the
this month’s honorary title, National Poetry Month.
The month of April was supposed to begin like one of those
cheap suspense novels that you find in your grandmother’s attic
but are too bewildered to inquire about its origin. You know,
small Maine twin city, spring on its way, thwarted by a
suspiciously misdirected Nor’easter.
On March 31 of this year, it appeared as if such a cliched
scenario was about to come true here in Lewiston. Much to the
dismay and disbelief of the sun-starved Batesies who huddled
pathetically around their TVs and transistor radios, southern
Maine weather forecasters were predicting that northern New
England was about to be hit by the biggest snowstorm of the
season. In their characteristic excitement, these well-intentioned
weatherpeople whipped most of Maine’s population into a
frenzy by calling for twelve-eighteen inches of snow, high
winds, and the collapse of civilization as we know it. Well,
perhaps they didn’t go quite that far, but the point is that in
their quest for hero status, the local weatherfolks willingly
played a part in the creation of mass hysteria.
Ironically enough, this mega-snowstorm never
materialized. The failed prophecy of Maine’s meteorologists
was certainly not the first of its kind (and certainly will not be
the last), but is noteworthy simply for its timing and irony. The
fact that the predicted storm was supposed to fall on April Fool’s
Day turned the weatherfolk into both fools and twisted psychics,
in a sense. Because the drama they created, like that of the
squeamish victim in a murder novel, was transparently pathetic,
and because they thought the advent of April Fool’s day would
allow them to gain fame with the threat of a giant snowstorm
(meant to destroy our hopes and thoughts of sunny springtime)
the weather forecasters did everything possible to stir up a crisis.
Their efforts were, of course, thwarted on April 1st.
One might say that the snowstorm was never meant to be,
that it was some kind of supernatural hoax. One might even
make the claim that the whole event was nothing more than a
trick played on us all by sinister weatherfolk eager to reap the
benefits of a colossal April Fool’s Day prank. Regardless, the
answer to this mystery is one which no one will ever admit.
Cosmic chance? Human error? Both seem to have come
together in a bizarre way to give this April a dramatic, poeticallysuited beginning.
Another wave of fury and drama, similar in nature to the
hype which preceded the storm, occurred several days after our
mesmerizing weather phenomenon failed to materialize. We
refer of course to the span of time in which many Bates seniors
handed in their theses. In the days leading up to the deadlines,
the first days of April, there was frantic scrambling and a surge
of emotion capped by adrenaline-charged exuberance on
campus. For many this emotional time meant the culmination
of months of research and writing, producing long-awaited
catharses. For others, the arrival of the deadline was supremely
tragic, for it meant settling for a final product which was
imperfect at best.
This bittersweet milieu of tragedy and euphoria which
occurred at Bates during the first week of April left many
confused and self-reflexive. Some students had learned
volumes. They had pushed themselves to their limits and in
the process undergone the academic self-discovery which theses
have been known to produce. Others were not so fortunate,
and still await the certainty and success achieved by their peers.
For many of these students finishing thesis meant feeling more
emptiness than they would likely care to admit. The tension
generated by their worries clashing with the joy of happier
students was certainly felt by every soul who walked the campus
during this time, and for many produced a profoundly poetic

awakening of the type which writers often struggle to describe.
On one hand there was the insatiable urge to feel apathetic
towards the end of this long haul, while on the other there was
a creeping feeling which was ultimately transformed into
unmistakable pride and relief. Again, we think April, we think
poetry.
Our “Spring” Break, as always, was like a dramatic pause
that one finds in a Shakespearian soliloquy; measured and exact
in its timing.
We returned to Bates for what could possibly be the last
Spring Short Term ever. This thought is not weighing as heavily
on people’s minds as one might imagine simply because so
few have thoroughly pondered the debate from which this plan
arose. As the College’s General Education requirements are
being validly scrutinized and examined, the current Academic
Calendar is also being reviewed, and a series of changes—
startling in their depth—being proposed. The drastic changes
put forth by the Bates Calendar Committee in the past year
include a suggestion that Short Term be moved to the beginning
of the academic year (i.e. September). Proponents of this
controversial plan have argued that moving Short Term would
assist in the implementation of proposed changes to First-Year
Seminar policies. They also contend that such a change would
assist in the development of some required departmental
method courses.
This is truly depressing. The proposed functions of this
new Short Term Would drain the session of both its beauty and
its current experimental nature, the two features which one
might argue are its greatest assets. Short Term offers a time
for students to participate in classes outside of their major
requirements and general education required courses. It also
provides a time during which students may develop small-scale
independent study projects and service learning endeavors. If
this time were used us a means to fill more requirements, the
potential result of the Committee’s proposed changes, the
possibility to explore other disciplines and our own desires to
develop curricula would no longer exist.
The other change in schedule would rob the school of the
morale and community-building which have traditionally
occurred during short term, and which will not be duplicated
if the session is moved to September. There is a feeling which
is unique to Spring at Bates. It is the campus-wide thaw.
During this time we observe the icy roads turn back into
maneuverable paths and the trees bud bodaciously around us.
You can’t get around it. It’s trite buttrue. The campus comes
alive watching everything grow and seeing our friends and
neighbors expose their skin to the elements.
The possibility that this year could be the last Short Term
is like a forgotten block of cheese. When it’s left in the fridge
it molds with age. Some may say that one can scrape mold
away from cheese after it’s been forgotten for a long period of
time. Others would never eat such changed fromage. Have
we forgotten to investigate the truly monumental possibility
that Short Term could be in a casket and six feet under so-tospeak, sooner than we might think?
Perhaps the fact that not many will have this realization
before it’s too late is better and leaves the sanctity of Short
Term’s calm untouched. This is poetry, hard to understand and
wordy. The idea that this could be the last Short Term and that
no one might ponder such a relevant time is saddening.
April will most likely end this way. It’s confusing, both
hectic and relaxing while somehow involving an obligatory
food analogy. Who knows what will become of Short Term.
Some will savor it because it is their last, regardless of the
proposed changes.
This April was touching, odd, and at points like any other
month we trudged through this year, full of success and defeat.
Most poignant, however, is the example of the idea that the
last Short Term might be passing us by, overlooked.
April, National Poetry Month, while it celebrated verse,
was also an intangible poetry of sorts. April was the poetry
we live.
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Short term rocks: My first day as a Bates Student
An eight year old explores the ins and outs
and long and shorts of Short term.
book. I tested both Linda and Ali she got a disgusting veggie burger.
with words like " remember", " We both got side orders of fries.
senseful" , and " powerful". Lisa Sorry, I got the last chocolate milk.
Hi my name is Ashley and I had to stop and hurry to go to We brought our lunches outside
Harbin. My birthday is August 10:00 a.m. thesis
(by the way
tenth, 1988. I love the Portland meeting. We were
Linda knows
Pirates. I love sunflowers. I have late because we / am a third grader at how to spell
a dog named Kajin. I am a third got stuck behind a
outside too).
Holy Cross school,
grader at Holy Cross school, but tour group who
We sat in front
I've always wanted to go to Bates. wanted to be at
of Chase Hall
but I’ve always
So today I started Short Term. I Bates like us. I
because I am
think I am the youngest Bates stu¬ worked on an in¬
wanted to go to
learning that
dent to date. Here's a day at Bates dependent study
that is the cool
Bates. So today I
from my eight-year-old perspec¬ in third grade
thing to do.
tive.
spelling during started Short Term. I When
we
Today I woke up at 6:30 a. m. Lisa's meeting.
were eating
I took Kajin for a walk then I took
After
we
we saw Linda
think I am the
a ride over to Wood St. I woke stopped by the li¬
and Lisa chat¬
youngest Bates
up the other lazy Bates students brary to see if they
ted
with
and made them clean their smelly had "Matilda"
Annalee
about
student to date.
laundry. At 7: 45 a.m., I went to and "Toy Story."
teaching and
Thorncrag Bird Sanctuary with Then we went to
education or
Sue Detwiler the famous photog¬ the bookstore to see how much something boring like that. I asked
rapher from Bio S29, Nature Pho¬ more of mommy's money I would them if they thought I could do a
tography. She took pictures of a have to spend on books for a short cartwheel and a split. They said
Sun Bark, tree
term class. We yes. I did. They thought I was
bark, a mush- ——
went outside AWESOME. I loved the BLT. I
room, a cut
I went to Thorncrag with the Bates, tried to eat Lisa's fries TOO. Then
tree, and a
students
to I saw another bates friend (Jessie
branch reflect¬
Bird Sanctuary with catch in on an Bavier ). We talked about maybe
ing water. I
early suntan. one day I could go over. I gave her
Sue Detwiler the
was her inspi¬
We
played my number. I have not seen her
ration.
steam roller, I in such a long time. After chatting,
famous
photographer
After
a
Boring, oops I mean the Bates
did some cart¬ I spotted Josiah
healthy
off from Bio S29, Nature
Daily. Nothing
wheels. I jotted and Hali.
campus meal
exciting except
down
some
I said to
Photography. . .
of a banana
Then I saw another for Hali's po¬
ideas for this ar¬ Lisa that Josiah
and peanut
etry reading on
ticle. Then, to did not change
I
was
her
Bates friend,
butter cookies I
Thursday.
make Lisa feel and his hair
was energized
Hope I can stay
inspiration.
important, I was messy. I
Jessie Bavier.
to make the
up past my
read some of her hung out with
trek to campus. - - thesis. I petted Randy, Hali and
We talked about
bedtime for
A neighbor
that. I decided
some friendly Josiah in the
maybe one day I
downstairs (Linda) awoke to the dogs who kissed me. Then I told den. I gave
to go back out¬
crazy vibrating washing machine Lisa it was time to eat. We thought Josiah
my could go over. 1 gave side. I played
in the apartment. So she came up¬ about sneaking in to Commons but chocolate milk.
hackey sack
stairs for some company and a we decided to go to the Den for I hung out with
with
some
her my number.
banana. I wanted to see how suc¬ burgers.
them in the den _ _ crunchy
cessful a 100, 000 dollars Bates
Batesies. I love
I decided to get a BLT instead while
Lisa
education is so, I pulled out my of the normal Bates Burger. Lisa, mailed a package to her friend playing hackey. I didn't do too
cousin's third grade spelling like most Batesies, is a vegetarian so Stacie in Vermont. I read the Bates good though. I checked my (Ali's)

by Ashley Harbin
and Lisa Lagasse

watch to see if it was time to go to
class. I was really anxious because
I am not registered yet. I need this
class to graduate. Too bad I didn't
know I had to petition. Hope my
spelling and my cute smile will get
me in. Problem is class was can¬
celled. Maybe I will go back to
Holy Cross for Short Term. Hope
the registrar won't give me prob¬
lems with transferring credits.
So, I loved it here. I'll be back
this summer for dance camp.
Maybe you'll see me this summer
selling lemonade on campus.

"Try l<> lit pure;il hearl.They arrest you (or robbery, mistake your.shyness lor aloofness, your si ivi less IbrSnobliery. (!ol
lb message Ibis morning. I lie one that was sent to me. Aboul Ihe madness of becomin wlial one was never men ill lo Ik*."
"hi lies oi i fire, phones out of order. They're killing nuns and soldiers, there's fighting at I be border. Wlial can I say
aboul (llaiidelle? Ain't seen her si nee Jan nary, she could be respectably married or rum linin' whorehouse in Buenos
Aires." These Official Around (bumps Bob Dylan Quotes of the Week bronchi loyou by Ihe I hies Student.
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Wood Street Houses Dissappear...
Where'd they go? Nobody knows.
keep-up, and explained that the tion and steps leading up to tween Wood Street house
areas would most likely be made where the front door previously and the end of campus.
into parking lots once the build¬ stood were left. Soon the foun¬ There is now an emptiness
dation was gone; the land flat¬ where these residencies once
If you have walked down ings were tom down.
Wood Street at all this past week,
Over April break, while most tened and bull-dozed, presum¬ stood.
By
you have probably noticed that students were at home or enjoy¬ ably ready for pav¬
Monday,
something is unusual. Maybe ing their Spring break adven¬ ing.
Soon the
when stu¬
The next house
you can't quite place it, but some¬ tures, the demolition of the build¬
dents had
foundation was
thing is different, and you get the ings began. Those of us on cam¬ was completely
returned
feeling that something has pus, and living in the area, wit¬ gutted before it was
gone,
the
land
to cam¬
nessed
the demolished. The
changed.
Or,
most
houses
being
windows
were
bro¬
maybe
you
flattened and bull¬ pus,
of
the
haven't noticed It was eery to look tom down. They ken, insides pulled
demoli¬
dozed,
presumably
were
demolished
down,
and
pipes
re¬
anything at all, or
inside the broken over the course
tion had
moved. Then the
maybe you never
ready for paving. been
com¬
windows
upon
an
of the week, walls and structure
walk
down
pleted.
quickly and effi¬ as a whole was bull¬
Wood Street. But
empty house, half ciently. It hap¬ dozed. It was eery to look inside The remaining crews had
those of us who
pened in stages, the broken windows upon an only to flatten and smooth
live off campus
destroyed,
and every day as empty house, half destroyed, over the ground beneath
have noticed the
knowing
soon
I walked to cam¬ knowing soon enough it would where the houses once
change, as we
I saw the St. be knocked down completely. stood. The areas are now all
walk to the edges
enough it would pus
Laurent's Exca¬ Walking to campus that day smoothed down. The cam¬
of campus. So,
be knocked down vating Trucks oc¬ there were demolition crews on pus is now ready for more
the next time you
cupying
the hand and a fire hose being parking lots. It is now ready
walk
down
street. Each day sprayed on the house to reduce to accommodate the over¬
Wood Street take
a look to your right and see if you another part of the houses was the amount of dust in the sur¬ abundance of cars that stu¬
notice a change in scenery. You'll destroyed. The large white rounding air. Again, on my way dents on this campus own.
These events all took
notice that it looks a little empty house on the comer of Vale and home in the afternoon, the house
place
while students were
around Wood Street House, a Wood Streets was torn down was almost entirely gone. Only
away
from campus, yet
little less crowded. This is be¬
there
is
an obviously void
cause over April break the sur¬
that some of us have noticed.
rounding houses owned by the
The campus is now ready for more parking
There is also something
college were tom down.
O
recently, wtule receiving an
about the process of destruc¬
lots. It is now ready to accommodate the
escort home from security, I
tion that is depressing and
over abundance of cars that students on this disheartening. Like witness¬
heard the rumor that there were
going to be some changes on
ing fires and other losses,
campus own.
campus. The officer escorting
witnessing destruction
my housemates and I home on a
leaves me with the sense of
bitterly cold night pointed to the
the foundation and some debris emptiness and depression,
three houses on Wood Street that first. When I left for practice in remained. A third, and smaller especially when the destruc¬
the college planned to eliminate. the morning the house was safe house was gutted and destroyed tion is done for the purpose
He claimed that the houses were and sound, still standing. Later at the end of the week, leaving of possibly providing extra
too expensive for the school to that afternoon, only the founda- only one house remaining in be¬ parking spaces.

by Ali Morgan
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Dear Fifi,
Where are you?
Love,
Missing you in Lewiston
Dearest Fifi,
Where did all the houses go?
I sure am glad that I have a place to park
though.
Truly,
Confused on Wood St.

Fifi Dearest,
I feel like I am wasting all my belly but¬
ton lint when I throw it all away.
Whatever shall I do.
Regards,

-

O-

Lintless in Lewiston

Hi Fifi,
I am a section editor of a small, school
affiliated newspaper somewhere on the
Eastern seaboard. I have been looking
for something to spice up a newspaper
which, frankly, could use a little spic¬
ing up. I contacted the Associated
Press, asking them for articles and ideas
but they had nothing to offer which fell
within the constraints of my meager
budget. In desperation, I am calling out
to you Fifi. Not that you should ever
be considered a last resort. But where
the hell are you? The word on the street
is that you are somewhere in the Mid¬
west. The Midwest is nearly a thousand
miles from the Eastern seaboard, but
one never knows if the word on the
street can be trusted. Please, please,
please Fifi... Come Home.
We miss you, Rockin’ in Brunswick
*Fifi Shalome is on a week-long sabbati¬
cal in Indiana, Pennsylvania and will
return shortly.
Let Fifi wrestle with your querulously quaint
quandaries in her weekly column! Send
questions c/o Fifi to jweiers@bates.edu, the
Bates Student at Box 309, or bring to 224 Chase
Hall. For safety, do not put "gened" in the
subject of your email. "Fifi-ed," however,
would be okay.
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Not your typical Gened/EPC article
The Gened list:
Thousands unsbscribe, few remain.. by Josiah Ahlgren
Not so very long ago, the illustrious
voice of David Coggins floated over the
ether and enlightened us about the "voicemail of a typical WRBC dj." Here, in this
article, I will describe the e-mail of a typical
(though I despise to describe myself as typi¬
cal) dj. In the interest of protecting my
friends, correspondents, and other poten¬
tially innocent people, I will only include
some of the mail, and where necessary I will
change names to protect those same inno¬
cents.
Of particular concern to me is the gened
list which has generated a pretty decent
percentage of the stuff which has found its
way into my inbox. Admittedly, when I first
came in contact with the beast (gened), I
balked. There were something like 200
messages waiting for me and they thought
they had me licked. And they did, but I
began a preliminary perusal anyway, not
nearly knowing the extent of the peril I
faced. When I found that most of the 200
messages said stuff like "unsubscribe majordomo sir please etc." I followed suit. Like
many who attempted to disassociate them¬
selves from the list, I was in for a rude awak¬
ening. I failed, though not so much that my
own "unsubscribe majordomo listserver
please leave me alone and go away sir" was
posted to the list. Probably because I sent it
to Mr. Majordomo him(or her)self. Mr(s).
Majordomo, however did not reply and this
article it the (unfortunate) result.
t he list, from my perspective at least
was not very exciting at first. There were
all the unsubscribe messages and then there
were a lot of proposals for gened require¬
ments. Some of these were interesting and
some of them were not, but if you are inter¬
ested in a discussion of general ed. require¬
ments, please look elsewhere. Thank you.
Suddenly, however, the list picked up pace
and became a forum for issues and topics
which are only peripherally associated with
this fine academy (Bates). People began to
pontificate about prejudice and privilege,
and before you could say "My name is
Josiah and I am a privileged white Ameri¬
can heterosexual male," the list became fas¬
cinating. Unfortunately, by this point, a
majority of the Bates population had prob¬
ably tired of the discussions of requirements
which wouldn't affect them anyway and left
the list for greener virtual pastures. Those
of us who have stuck with it have found
hardly a dull minute since.
For those of you who lost hope in the
Beast and unsubscribed, I have compiled a
short list of the lists' greatest hits. They are
as is, in no particular order, neither, chro¬
nological or ideological.
I have to admit i used to be a big fan of capi¬
talism prior to coming to bates. I perceived
those who were poorer than myself (not that
I am very wealthy) as individuals who "just
didn't work HARD enough." I would work
very hard both during school and the sum¬
mer months and isaved up to a buy a bike,
stereo, whatever, so in the overall scheme

ofcapitalism i made the choice to work and
i in turn benefitted. the moredishes i washed
the more cds i could buy. unfortunately, i
don't think iever could have paid for a yr @
bates washing dishes, no matter how long
iworked.
who bought the lemonade mix?
Having a Ph.D. doesn't necessarily mean
you know a lot.
Building any government on a democracy
would be like attempting to build a sky¬
scraper in sand. By
nature, a democracy will destroy itself and
collapse into tyranny.

'j'rOM

The Bates Student brings you the exclusive greatest hits.
bottom of all the paperwork and red tape.
They are necessarily based on force, because
only force can cause people to act in man¬
ner which does not fit in with their nature.
Those who-did not agree with Hitler were
shot, and those who did not agree with
Stalin were shipped off to Siberia. These are
used as extreme examples to illustrate the
point.
What's the "nature" of people (please don't
tell me its rational man)? I certainly haven't
discovered it,(being one person from a very
specific culture in a very specific country).
How does all of this tie in with gened? Gen¬
eral education requirements rest on the

Home. (J-fif-ica- i'/i

TOP TEN
GEN-ED
REQUIREMENTS
Ummm...that's depressing. . . So. . . why
don't you qualify the statement that "by
naturedemocracy will collapse" by noting
what democracies you can think of thathave
collapsed? (I know of a couple of democra¬
cies that specificallyhaven't collapsed into
tyranny. For example, some Maine town
meetings,some Maine schools..)
Someone posted that capitalists desire to
own everyone's property. This is a terrible
argument, due mostly to Marx's claim of
"imperialistic capitalism"; which is a con¬
tradiction in terms. If this interests you, pick
up a dictionary and look up both terms.
What happens in societies where resources
are not scarce anddesire for possessions are
not considered rational (due to
nomadictendancies, little durability of
possessions,etc)? People do not have
towork 9 hours a day to give someone else
a profit, (check out the book''Stone Age Eco¬
nomics" by Marshall Sahlins).
While not a completely capitalist society
(thank god) its pretty evidentthat the pur¬
suit of property is the foundation for our
government and wayof life.
When collectivist arguments are stripped
down, you will generally find a gun at the

premise that a minority of students and
theadministration have the right to make
people take a certain type ofcourse, because
it will be good for society as a whole. What
happens ifone does not take these courses?
Then they will not graduate. FORCE.
Iwould recommend that all students vote,
the votes are published, and then let the
administration, our representatives, make
the choice.

Some people may not like my tone, but
sorry, that's how I am. being nice is boring.
Since everybody is equal within capitalism
why are some people more wealthy than
others? Because the rich work harder? Or
are they just smarter? That would explain
why most of them are white, gentile, men.
I thought science was so much better when
they used to measure the size of people's
skulls!
As far as making all equal, I suggest you
reread the Constitution and make note of
the fractional status it accords certain
groups. That ain't equality, buddy.
I thought the "Untied States" was a Freud¬
ian slip of sorts...
Money gives no favors? Really? . . . The
free market is a flawed mechanism embody¬
ing an inherently discriminatory set of value
judgments.
I would connect corruption more with the
dominant corporate culture and the percep¬
tion that money buys anything. The
confluence of democracy and capitalism is
a dangerous one.
Gotta keep those Communists in check, eh?
Otherwise, they might overrun this coun¬
try. They're obviously much more of a
threat than a national government whose
elected officials break their own laws.
But it's thesis time.
THe idea is that we tend to view capitalism
as value-free. THat is,there's a game (call it
monopoly) and everyone has the same goal
(to accumulate all the spaces) and everyone
has a spot on the board.
I hope no one graduates from this college
without a sense that there ARE a lot of con¬
tradictions out there, and that maybe things
aren't so simple afterall.
Ayn Rand is not God. Not even close.

Sometimes democracy means hearing
things you don't want to hear.

Comparative advantage theory itself
has serious flaws. Not only does the free
market embody selective value judgements,
but examining economics in isolation from
interdisciplinary perspectives can only give
us a partial view at best.

That is what classes are, and that is what
the founding fathers of America seeked to
destroy by
making all equal. Funny thing is that it
seemed to work until the liberals ushered
in the age of harmful ammendments push¬
ing the Untied States backward towards the
political practices of statism.The free mar¬
ket gives no favors, and thgre is no such
thing as luck.

I do not see how the US can cause starvaton
in Ethiopia, the fact that we produce a sur¬
plus of food does not mean we have to be
saddled to a claim that we have caused star¬
vation elsewhere.

Not only is it frightening that the press is
liberal, but it is even more frightening to
find out their philosophicl beliefs. I saw a
CSPAN show of a convention of reporters
who were justifying lying to the public us¬
ing Kant's categorical imperitave to back the
arugment up.

Maybe one day, once proud Americans will
be standing in lines to receive food from a
government run by humanitarians, people
who are so benevolent they allow people
food so they do not starve. Then those
who the surplus hungry capitalists and im¬
perialist did not starve through exploitation
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E-mails, travails, and Hey, it’s a jungle out there
can have free health care.

and we would be back to the starting point.

Notice that labor unions are run by the
Mafia.

Your average citizen is not going to have
the resources to do the research necessary
to determine the viability of a proposed
I also find that I do not necessarily like ar¬ cure. Without government oversight, a pa¬
guing with people on their terms because I
tient would essentially be at the mercy of
usually pick a different set of premises, and
what a corporation (whose primary inter¬
work conceptually down from there. It is a
est is to make a profit) says a particular drug
pain to work from other's conclusions, take . does.
guesses at the pre¬
I don't believe that a
mises off which they
child at the age <Jf
are based, and risk
Like many who attempted twelve is capable of
having your argu¬
making labor their
to disassociate themselves "choice". The argu¬
ment weakened by
theirs.
that such labor
from the list, I was in for a ment
is done on free will
I think the capacity
rude awakening. I failed, you will find incon¬
to reason is indepen¬
sistent what actually
dent of our emo¬ though not so much that my occurs in every soci¬
tions, and I try not to
ety where child la¬
own “unsubscribe
tangle the two.
bor is in place.
Objective means
that they apply
equally to all situa¬
tions / individuals,
no exceptions.
Government wel¬
fare is not charity. I
am not a Christian,
and do not necessar¬
ily advocate that
viewpoint...

majordomo listserver
please leave me alone and
go away sir” was posted to
the list. Mr(s).
Majordomo, however, did
not reply and this article it
the (unfortunate) result.

Child labor in a capitalist economy is not
some form of vicious slavery, it was the
choice of the children, or their parents. The
choice to work in a factory is the necessary
result of a choice, and that choice was obvi¬
ously better than sitting at home and starv¬
ing.
No one is obligated to work in a factory, they
have the choice to leave society and head
for the mountains. Obviously, most choose
society. If capitalism had never existed,
does anyone feel that any honest humani¬
tarian would have loved to come up with
the idea?
"Capitalism did not create inequalities and
poverty, it inherited them."
-Isabell Paterson
You say that racism would be eliminated in
a free market. Honestly, I don't see how a
free market could eliminate racism. The
current market is pretty free, already, and
racism is truly present at every level of the
society.
You said that racism was declining in the
Northern part of US,
because it was industrialized, and still very
present in the agricultural southern. To tell
you truth, at time of very high crisis, like in
the 30's or right now in the 90's, I can see
that racism was very much present and is
now a real problem in the Northern part of
US as well. Racism is everywhere, in com¬
munist, socialist, Nazi, fascist and capital¬
ist system as well. You can't separate
people's reason and feeling (and attitude),
since they influence each other.
A free market, moreover, would mean that
everybody would start with the same
chance. But humanly, it is obvious that some
will take over the other pretty soon and
monopolized the resources for themselves

rather, i get the feeling that you ignore at¬
tacks on your arguments (valid or invalid)
in favor of furthering your own rhetoric on
highly tangential issues.
Are you referring to people calling you ig¬
norant? Don't be so haughty. If you are so
sure of your convictions and your logic you
should be able to dismantle their ad
hominims and make them understand why
you are right.
> I absolutely refuse to accept an attack on
ME as a valid argument; my actions are of
course, a direct result > of my environment,
so don't blame me.
NO WAY!!! you are an individual with free
will, and this makes you
responsibile for everything you say and do.
i would question why you are at this school
if you are nothing more than a passive re¬
ceptor for what "your environment" tells
you and not a critical thinker in any way.

Bring me a child
working twelve
hours a day in a gar¬
ment factory who
says that is the sum
of their dreams,
we'll talk.

welcome to the fun world of intellectual
debate, where we are contintuing the tradi¬
tions of the greatest minds in history who
have been going through this process for
the past 8000 years.

Now, you can speak
of the ability of
people to make their
own living — or can you?
The depression in the 30's was not caused
by over-socialistic policies - the socialistic
policies were created as response to the de¬
pression.

THE POINT OF DEBATE IS NOT TO ES¬
POUSE RHETORIC BUT TO HAVE EVERY¬
THING YOU
THINK IS RIGHT CHALLENGED AND
DISMANTLED BY THE LOGIC OF OTH¬
ERS, AND TO DO THE SAME TO THEM,
this is called the learning process, if you
don't want to have your arguments weak¬
ened, you are not willing to learn, and i sug¬
gest you discuss these issues with yourself
only, because you are the only one who will
offer no challenges to what you say.

I too am fiercely resistant to the idea of the
government interfering in the private lives
of the individual.
However, if you truly want to maximize
freedom, and not merely on the basis of
some blanket dogma that generalizes to the
point of nebulosity, you need to take into
account the nature of power dynamics, and
the way they are affected by a market
economy.
Set aside issues of obligation for a moment
— do you mean that YOU would not be
willing to accept a moderate amount of ad¬
ditional taxes to potentially save someone's
life? This isn't just an issue of right,
this is only an issue of simple decency.

If it (capitalism) provides for need so well,
explain how there were people starving in
the U.S. at, say, the turn of the century? Ever
read Upton Sinclair's The Jungle? It wasn't
mere fantasy.
"Rationality" has meant leaving decisions
up to experts, rather than democratic prin¬
ciples —
decisions like engaging in Vietnam.

stop- do not judge the average person liv¬
ing in this country to be at a similar level of
well being as yourself.
Ok . . . abolish inheritances - all the way
down to the educational level, offer every¬
body equal access to every job, and give
those who truly cannot work the means t
live, and i'll agree with your argument (un¬
fortunately, things might change a little.)
i think, to better fit reality we need to look
at that defintion of "choice"- isn't the choice
defined by those who have power over the
chooser? Either I shoot you, or shoot
yourself....choose.
Hey Josiah,
Just a reminder that we're going to be lay¬
ing out this Wednesday. If you haven't told
Amanda about photos, be sure and do so
right away. Also, this week is Bobby D. in
Section Seven. Hope your rocking.
Still out there,
Outrage
That's the end of my e-mail. It looks like I
better go do layout.

Solid gold:
Pune in,
:urn on,
3ear the hits,
3ave some fun,
Ct’s short term,
Et Rocks.
.
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> It is part of our nature to give goods/
money away when we have more than WE
feel we need.
do you? also, where is the upper limit for
how much we need? does anyone
need $12 million in stock options? micheal
eisner seems to think he does, are you
weighing this need with the need of a poor
family whose children haven't eaten for 3
days? would you try to?

Visiting students welcome!
Day and evening classes are available
in two six-week sessions:
May 21 - June 27 • July 1 - August 8

> When will anybody acknowledge that
none of us know anything?
Maybe we don't > all suck all the time.
Maybe some people hardly ever do. But
even the > best of us, eventually, do things
that just suck.
"Everyone wears a uniform." -Frank Zappa
i know you don't like discussing issues from
any premises other than your own, but i
think you could learn a lot from professor
hughes (econ) who is exactly where i got
this from.

Discover the best
value in Boston!
$1,050 for most
courses. No
problems transferring
credit — courses are
four semester hours.
Located just five miles from Boston, our
scenic campus is easy to get to, offers
ample parking and convenient © access.
Benefit from a summer course. Lighten your
fall course load, concentrate on a difficult
course or make up credit.

For a catalog:
Call (617) 627-3454, or
e-mail: summer@infonet.tufts.edu

"We can't build our dreams on suspicous
lies."
-Elvis

Racism may very well be irrational, but that
doesn't mean that a free market necessarily
invokes rationality. Rationality may or may
not in the abstract maximize profits (but
whose profits? an isolated elites?), but that
doesn't mean that people will understand
that. In any case, we have a few interests
other than profits.

"we can't build anything from demagogu¬
ery."
-cali

This point does not come across clearly in
your style of argumentation.

All it did was subsidize the rich with money
from the poor. If you are doing this please

Our catalog is also on the web:
www.tufts.edu/as/summer
or mail the coupon below.

Please send a Tufts Summer Session catalog to: j3
<
Name_
Address.
City

Mail to:
Tufts Summer Session
108 Packard Avenue
Medford, MA 02155

State_Zip.
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Studio art majors display The world of Cocaworks in museum exhibit Cola on crutches
by Josh Popichak
Every year, graduating
seniors majoring in studio art at
Bates produce some remarkable
works. And every year the Bates
College Museum of Art, located in
the Olin Arts Center, sets aside
time and gallery space to show¬
case some of the results of their
efforts.
This year's exhibit, en¬
titled "Selections from Senior The¬
ses," opened with a reception on
Friday, April 4, and is located in
the upstairs gallery of the Mu¬
seum. A total of seventeen thesis
projects are currently on display,
and will be through May 26.
Since the official opening
of the exhibit took place right be¬
fore the start of final exams week,
many students and faculty may
have postponed viewing it until a
less hectic time. I myself was one
of them. However, now that Short
Term has begun, and a more re¬
laxed mood has overtaken the
campus, most of those still at Bates
should have ample time to take in
the artistic achievements of their
peers. In the humble opinion of
this non-artist, most of those who
make the trek over to Olin will find
that the time taken to view the ex¬
hibit, probably no more than an
hour, will be well worth the effort.
Unlike most of the other
exhibits on display in the Mu¬

seum, it is difficult to characterize
or generalize "Selections from Se¬
nior Theses," simply because the
works of art themselves are so var¬
ied. The mediums employed by
those who majored in studio art
range from oil paints to earthen¬
ware, from pencil to plaster. Some
of the pieces in the exhibit are
closely-tied to traditional art forms
and artistic techniques, while oth¬
ers represent attempts by their cre¬
ators to branch out into uncharted

The mediums
employed by those
who majored in studio
art range from oils to
earthenware, from
pencil to plaster.
artistic territory. For instance, in
one corner of the gallery, there is a
multimedia, computer-generated
presentation on display. Entitled
"Thirteen Ways of Looking at a
Blackbird," this innovative work
was created by Jared T. Libby '97,
of Clinton, ME, and is based on a
poem by Wallace Stevens.
One student who con¬
sciously followed tried-and-true
artistic ideals in the creation of her
thesis work was Deborah Bernat

'97, of Norwich, VT.
Bernat, who produced a
series of pastel drawings as the cul¬
mination of her artistic career at
Bates, stated that she "wanted to
do something traditional" for her
thesis, and credits Cezanne and
Chardin as the greatest influences
on her work.
Choosing the medium she
would work in was not difficult for
Bernat, either. "I knew I wanted
to work in pastels from the begin¬
ning," she stated. "Bates doesn't
offer any classes in pastels, which
made that medium even more ap¬
pealing to me. . . and I really love
still life, so I knew that was the way
I wanted to go," she concluded.
Bernat worked on her
pastel drawings throughout the
second semester, and was able to
complete "a piece about every
week." In the end she produced a
total of eight drawings, with which
she was very pleased.
"I learned a lot from
working on them," she stated, em¬
phasizing the increased knowl¬
edge of artistic techniques (such as
light sources) which she was able
to glean from her work. As evi¬
dence of just how positive her
overall experience was, Bernat
concluded by saying that, "in the
end, I wished that I had worked on
my thesis for the whole year inContinued on Page 22

The now-infamous Rick Brown with his new "friends."

by Josh Myles
While it may seem like ages ago now, back in the days of the
snow and the cold (a mere two months ago) I took a trip to Georgia.
While the purpose of the trip may have been rowing, make no mistake
about it, the highlight of the trip was by far that shrine to carbonated
beverages, the home of Americana, the Coca-Cola Museum in Atlanta,
GA.
Situated near the center of Atlanta a few hundred feet from The
Underground, a large mall that is located, surprisingly enough, under¬
ground, the Coca-Cola Museum beckons to all within sight to enter into
this realm of American folklore, the home of Coca-Cola. Granted, Coke
isn't actually made there, it's made in different locations all over the
country (including right here in the Lewiston area), but everything you
could possibly want to know about this beverage, created one hundred
eleven years ago, can be found here.
Admittedly, at first 1 was a bit reluctant to fork over $6 just to go
and see lots of Coke memorabilia. I mean, seen one Coke sign, seen
them all. But much to my amazement and pleasant surprise this build¬
ing held much more than old Coke signs and lots of expensive stuff at
the gift shop, (though there were many expensive items to be had in the
gift shop).
Upon entering the shrine to Coke I was immediately struck by
the immense size of the building. This cavernous edifice had a huge
glass elevator, conjuring up images of Willy Wonka and the Chocolate
Factory. But luckily for me and the occupants of the elevator (hence¬
forth referred to as Kristen, Kristen, Rick, Tim, Laura, and Allissa) the
elevator stopped at the top floor, but not before Tim pressed his nose up
against the wall of the elevator, getting a fine view of Atlanta and also
semi-angering the guy in the adjacent elevator who had cleaned the
window some moments before our arrival, or so he says.
The top floor of the museum presents visitors with an array of
Coke memorabilia related to the history of Coca-Cola, including old Coke
bottles and a fake processing line which attempts to simulate the bot¬
tling process of Coca-Cola (we eventually discovered it was actually an
automated system that was set up merely for our amusement and hence
was not the real thing). It was on this level that our posse encountered
the counter lady. Also known as a soda jerk, this kind person went to
great lengths to explain to us the fact that in the early years of Coca-Cola
the drink could only be obtained at soda fountains, hence there was no
chance to pop open a cold soda on one's couch while watching televi¬
sion. This was not a real problem, though, since there were no televi¬
sions at the time, so Americans simply didn't know what they were miss¬
ing. According to the counter lady, there was a time when one could
obtain many different flavors of Coke: vanilla, strawberry, chocolate. You

Sebastian's Ball, written and illustrated by Matt Tavares '97, is on display in the Museum of Art.
___

, . v ..Amanda

Hinnant photo
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Senior art continued
ested in a career in illustration,
knew he wanted to use pencil for
stead of for just a semester."
the drawings from the outset. "I've
Matt Tavares '97, of Win¬
always been most comfortable
chester, MA, had a similarly posi¬
with pencil, so I figured I'd stick
tive experience with his studio art
with what I'm best at," he stated,
thesis which was a series of twelve
in explaining why he chose this
pencil drawings produced for a
particular medium over others
children's book he wrote himself.
which would have been possible.
The book, entitled "Sebastian's
Each sketch for the book,
Ball," tells the story of a young
which Tavares is currently attempt¬
boy's magical baseball, and, as
ing to have published, took ap¬
Tavares explained, represented
proximately 10-15 hours to com¬
just the first step in the completion
plete, but some took more than oth¬
of his thesis.
ers, and there were times through¬
"I began to work on the
out the year when he was more
initial sketches for the book last
productive than others.
summer, once I ■■■■■■■■■■■■■
In sum¬
had written the
ming up, the ex¬
Matt Tavares '97
text," the au¬
hibit at the Mu¬
thor, who was
seum of Art is a
produced twelve
one of several
fascinating one,
studio art ma¬
pencil drawings for and one which
jors who com¬
deserves
the
a children's book he patronization of
pleted full-year
theses, stated.
the Bates com¬
wrote himself.
As he noted, the
munity. As Antext of the story
-thony Shostak,
determined, to a large extent, what
the Museum's education coordina¬
the drawings would depict, but
tor, put it, the exhibit represents,
nevertheless left room for a vari¬
"the culmination of the studio pro¬
ety of artistic interpretations. In
gram and serves as an introduction
order to aid him in the completion
to the professional art world," for
of the final sketches, Tavares had
those whose work is on display.
his cousin (whp served as the
And if the works currently on dis¬
model for the main character in
play are any indication of their fu¬
the story) and other friends jjose
ture work, this year's graduating
for photographs during the sum¬
studio art majors are already well
mer of 1996. These photographs
on their way to achieving a great
then served as the basis for the fi¬
deal of success in the outside art
nal drawings now on display.
world.
Tavares, who is inter¬
Continued from Page 21
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Kristin Mueller Trio to
perform Wednesday
Bates College
Tuesday, April 29
Noonday' Concert
Series:
Performers TBA. Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall, 12:30 p.m.

Saturday, May 3
Concert: The Androscoggin Valley
Community Orchestra will present
its annual spring-concert. Location,
time, and admission prices TBA.
The Kristin Mueller Trio will perform in the Ben Mays Center.

by Josh Popichak
Tired of the same old, same old? Sick of being bored out of
your gourd? If you've answered 'yes' to both these questions, you
may want to check out the upcoming performance by the Kristin
Mueller Trio, to be held Wednesday, April 30 at ???p.m. in the Ben¬
jamin Mays Center.
Sponsored by the Village Club Series, this concert marks the
first time that the Trio, based in Newmarket, NH, has appeared at Bates.
With a reputation as one of New England's finest up-and-coming jazz/
soul/folk acts, and a major tour of the Northeast scheduled for this
fall, it is doubtful it will be their last.
The Trio, formed in October 1995, is a youthful one. Mueller
(who plays guitar and sings lead vocals) is only 24, and the other two
members of the group, Scott Kinnison (drums) and John Leccese (bass),
are both 22. However, despite their youth and relatively recent arrival
on the regional music scene, the Trio has garnered favorable recogni¬
tion from critics while managing to build up a large support base in
the year-and-a-half they have been together. Opening shows for Ani
DiFranco and groups such as Percy Hill and Strangefolk, along with
the popularity of their recently-released album Breast Belly Monster
(Nipply Dawg Records,1996), has certainly helped in this regard.
The music of the Kristin Mueller Trio is difficult to character¬
ize. It is rooted in the distinct but related American traditions of jazz,
blues, and soul, but it also borrows musical elements from other genres.
As one writer describing the group aptly put it, "the music twists and
turns in ways that often make it impossible to pin down. Straight
ahead bar-room rock, lilting waltzes, Latin jam-outs, and slinky lowdown grooves can all be tasted in the fat stew" that is the product of
the Trio's efforts.
Tickets for the concert will be on sale for ?$ in Commons early
next week. In the meantime, those desirous of more information on
the Kristin Mueller Trio (or KMT) and their music can check out their
homepage on the World Wide Web by punching in http://
global.sr.unh.edu:80/~kristin5/ or even e-mail the group by sending
messages to kristin5@global.unh.edu.

Tuesday, May 6
Kinderkonzert Series: "Around the
World," featuring music from"
Spain, Austria’, France, Japan,
Great Britain, Israel, Hungary, and
the United States', will be presented
in the 01 irfArts-Center Concert Hall
at 9 a.im, lO.a.m.t and 11 a.m.
Admission: $2. _ For more
information,-contact the Portland
Symphony Orchestra at 1 -800-6392309.
Noonday
Concert
Series:
Performers TBA. Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall. 12:30 p.m.

Friday, May 9
Contradance: Performers TBA.
Chase Hall Lounge, 8:30 p.m.

Saturday, May 10
Concert: The Portland Community
Chorus will be present a concert in
the Olin Arts Center Concert Hall
at 7:30 p.m. Donations will be
accepted.

Tuesday, May 13
Noonday
Concert
Series:
Performers TBA. Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall, 12:30 p.m.

Atlanta is Coke-lover’s paradise
Continued from Page 21
name it, they probably tried it. Of course rutabaga just wasn't that popular and that's why the only flavored
Coke you can find today is that super carbonated beverage known around the world as Cherry Coke.
The rest of the floor was pretty lame (more history and stuff). There was a movie one could watch,
but being pressed for time, I passed on the Coke flick, choosing instead to proceed downstairs to the home of
my wildest dreams. Now I don't know about your wildest dreams, but mine usually involve... well, that's a
story for another time, but this wildest dream would involve soda—
so much soda that you can't possibly fathom how much soda there is.
Picture looking out over a sea of carbonated beverages: you have entered the free sample room. This
room reminded me of an example that my microeconomics professor told us in the fall: the simple law of
supply and demand. You've all heard of it before, but in this example the professor described a situation in
which you were standing in front of a soda machine. You can drink as much soda as you want as long as you
stand in front of the soda machine. When you leave— no more soda. This classroom example had come true
in Atlanta. In the free sample room of the Coke museum one could drink as much soda as one wanted to. It
was incredible. Never before have I consumed so much soda in such a short period of time as I did that
"Worth Releasing,"_by.Jennifer W.Chowning 192._....
Amanda Hinnant photo
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Coke floats those rowers' boats
Continued from Page 22
afternoon. Needless to say, I had to go to the bathroom real bad after I left the free sample room, but conve¬
niently enough there were bathrooms situated right next to the soda gallery. How nice. One of the more
fascinating parts of the room was the stream of soda. If you pushed a button, soda would be shot out of a hose,
illuminated by a red light and be directed into your cup. It was a totally useless, rather showy detail and I
loved it.
I had heard much about this new soda called Surge, the Coca-Cola Company's weapon against Moun¬
tain Dew. Supposedly it was to have more caffeine than Mountain Dew. Well, it doesn't, but it sure does pack
a punch. My friends Kristen and Kristen, that's Silva and George, both consumed mass quantities of Surge
and the results were, well, horrific. Kristen Silva soon became rather giddy, laughing at anything and every¬
thing, cracking up and then saying something to the effect of, "Ooh, I don't feel so good." Kristen George also
consumed a high dosage of Surge and experienced similar results if I recall correctly. I really enjoyed the
strawberry-flavored Fanta served in the room, but a word of advice: stay away from the southern style Nescafe.
While it may sound enticing, it is, simply put, the most revolting beverage I have ever drunk. It was so sweet
that it made my cheeks pucker, and I immediately made others in the group try it just to watch their reaction.
In the other room, one can sample different kinds of Coke beverages from all over the world. Many different
flavors of Fanta from (mango to passionfruit to citrus fruit), sodas enriched with beta-carotene, and a soda
from Italy that was putrid, were also available. One of the museum guides was telling everyone to try it, just
to watch them gag. You can try it next time you're there.
Here's a piece of advice: if you are going to a place in which the greatest concentration of Coke prod¬
ucts in the world has been accumulated, don't wear a Pepsi shirt. In fact, if you're going to Atlanta, don't even
think about Pepsi. Rick Brown, the increasingly elusive sports editor of the Bates Student, committed the
worst conceivable sin by wearing a Pepsi shirt into the Coke Museum. Frenchy, as those on the crew team
have come to know him, says he did this inadvertently, but I am thinking otherwise. I was embarrassed to
even walk with him into the building. Everywhere we walked, members of the museum staff cracked jokes at
us, questioned us, and also stayed as far away from us as possible. However, we were able to obtain one
picture of Rick and members of the Coke Museum staff (note the embarrassed look on his face). You'd be
embarrassed too if you were stupid enough to challenge the might of the Coca-Cola Corporation, a company
which claims it sells one billion cans of Coke every two days and also asserts that the average American drinks
363 Cokes per year, which is less than one soda per day much to the dismay of Jeremy Villano.
It should be noted that the Coke museum is handicapped accessible, which seems quite irrelevant,
but if you were stupid enough to sprain your ankle playing a game called butts-up and were forced to hobble
around Atlanta on crutches, such as one managing editor of the Bates Student did, you would appreciate this
The disabled Mr. Myles and his merry band of Coke afficionados.
fact. The basement of the Museum was the home of all the Coke memorabilia that you could ever want to buy,
including limited edition paintings of Coke scenes with the Coke bear (that white polar bear that the company stole from another bottler called, appropriately enough, Polar Soda). Also
there are t-shirts, keychains, pins (lots of pins), a small refrigerator which one could purchase for about $400, posters, useless kitchen gadgets, and, of course, the product itself.
This brings to a conclusion your tour of the Coke Museum and my trip through the building. Of course there were numerous other details which I have forgotten to include
because they were either irrelevant or because I refuse to shamelessly promote my friends in these pages. I figure that this article itself is shameless enough and besides, the arts editor says
the story must end, and when the arts editor speaks, the managing editor— and the world— listens. The Coke Museum: the best damn entertainment money can buy.
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The Lowest 2 Year Lease We've
Ever Offered On This Car!!!

The Lowest Price We've Ever
Offered On This Car!!!

•
•
•
•

Cloth Interior
Center Console
Dual Remote Mirrors
Power Central Locking
System
• Rear Child Safety Locks
• Rear Defroster
• Stock #V7582

A Car With Air Conditioning & Stereo!!!
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New 1997 VW Jetta GL

New 1997 VW Jetta GL

• 4 Door Sedan
• Front Wheel Drive
• 2.0 Liter/4 Cylinder
• Multiport Fuel Injection
• 5 Speed w/Overdrive
• Power Steering/Brakes
• Independent Suspension
• Antitheft Alarm System
• Intermittent Wipers
• Daytime Running Lights
• Dual Airbags
• Reclining Sport Seats
• Folding Rear Seat

The Lowest Price We've Offered This Year

•
•
•
•
•
•

4 Door Sedan
Front Wheel Drive
2.0 Liter/4 Cylinder
Multiport Fuel Injection
5 Speed w/Overdrive
Power Steering/Brakes

•
•
•
•
•

Independent Suspension
Antitheft Alarm System
Intermittent Wipers
Daytime Running Lights
Dual Airbags

•
•
•
•
•
•

Reclining Sport Seats
Folding Rear Seat
Cloth Interior
Center Console
Dual Remote Mirrors
Power Central Locking
System
• Rear Child Safety Locks
• Rear Defroster
• Stock #V7582

New
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1997 VW Golf GL

4 Door Sedan
Front Wheel Drive
2.0 Liter/4 Cylinder
Multiport Fuel Injection
5 Speed w/Overdrive
Power Steering/Brakes
Independent Suspension
Antitheft Alarm System
Intermittent Wipers
Daytime Running Lights

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dual Airbags
Air Conditioning
Reclining Bucket Seats
Folding Rear Seat
Cloth Interior
Center Console
Dual Remote Mirrors
Power Central
System

•
•
•
•
•

AM/FM Stereo/Cassette
Rear Child Safety Locks
Rear Defroster
Stock #V7611
Price Was $16,590

24 Month Lease

125”

*

With $999 Down
Lease requires $999 down payment(cash or trade equity), a $150 (refundable) reconditioning reserve, a
$450 lease inception fee. plus first months payment at beginning of lease. Total due at signing
$1,724.” (plus sales tax, title fee, and doc fee if applicable.) Total of scheduled payments $3,024.
24,000 miles are free, additional miles are 10 c each. Customer has option to purchase at end of lease
for $10,281

You’ve Earned It!
Diagonally across from the Auburn Mall,
Rt. 4 Center St. Auburn,ME
Tel. (207)786-0336 (ME)1-800-339-7693

ROWE VWIMA2DA

Call: Ron Harrington
Your Contact For The College Buyer Program
E-Mail Us At: rowvwmaz@gwi.net
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The Bates Student QUESTION ON THE QUAD Friday, April 25, 1997

Question on the Quad
What do you hope to accomplish during Short Term?
*

"Survive Cell Hell."

"Finish my Chem 108 semester/"

"24 hours of Kadima."

-Heather Gill ’99

-Wyatt Wartels '97

-Ben Murdock '00

Reported by Jeremy Root

"99 bottles of beer on the wall."
-Wylie Hosmer '97

Photos by Amanda Hinnant

LARGE 1 TOPPING
PIZZA

NOW DELIVERING
ON CAMPUS!

Traditional Thin Crust Pizza Only
Coupon 7054

for
$*799
ONLY ^ /

783^7960

GOOD ON DINE-IN, CARRY-OUT AND
DELIVERY (WHERE AVAILABLE)

Fast & Convenient
BOSTON’S FAVORITE PIZZA

-

Prices for Traditional Thin Crust Pizzas
Deep Dish Pizzas also available at an additional cost
Famous 3 Cheese
1 Topping
Each Additional Topping

5.49
6.49
1.00

7.99
9.18
1.19

PRIMO PIZZAS
Our most popular traditional thin crust large
pizzas at a special price
Any large just $9.99
add any additional large just $5 (limit 5)
Super Veggie • Meat Combo
“The Works” • Paparoni
Chicken &. Pepper
Plus Subs, Pasta, Salads and More!

Please mention coupon when ordering.
One coupon accepted per item/visit/delivery.
Limited delivery area. $7.50 delivery
minimum. Delivery charge may apply. Our
drivers carry less than $20. Expires 6/30/97.

SUBS

Italian
Turkey
Tuna
Seafood
Chicken Caesar
Chicken Parmigiana
Chicken Cutlet
Meatball Parmigiana
Steak & Cheese
Super Steak & Cheese
Hot Vegetarian Sub

3.19
3.59
3.59
3.59

3.59
3.69
4.39

4.19
4.59
4.59
4.59
4.19
4.99
4.59
4.59
4.69
5.39
3.79

2 LARGE CHEESE
OR PEPPEROM PIZZAS
TmJmmniJ Thin Cvhm
(>n!\
2 CH. Coupon 7055
2 Roni Coupon 7056
1 Of Each 7057

ONLY $ 1 ^ 99
GOOD ON D1NE-1N, CARRY-OUT AND
DELIVERY (WHERE AVAILABLE)

Please mention coupon when ordering.
One coupon accepted per item/visit/
delivery. Limited delivery area. $7.50
delivery minimum. Delivery charge may
apply. Our drivers carry less than $20.
Expires 6/30/97.

1 TOPPING
DEEP DISH PIZZA

Plus Pasta, Salads, All-You-Can-Eat Specials
and More!

Coupon 7104

FOR
<£r\QQ
ONLY4>iJVy
GOOD ON DINE-IN, CARRY-OUT AND
DELIVERY (WHERE AVAILABLE)

Receive 10% off your entire order when you show your Bates student I.D.!
Auburn Mall

Please mention coupon when ordering
One coupon accepted per item/visit/
delivery. Limited delivery area. $7.50
delivery minimum. Delivery charge
may apply. Our drivers carry less than
$20. Expires 6/30/97.

